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Abstract 

The Class II Phosphoinositide -kinases (PI Ks) are a family of structurally 

similar enzymes that phosphorylate the -position of the inositol ring of 

phosphoinositides (PIPs), lipids that control membrane identity and cell 

signalling. Two of the members are ubiquitously expressed, including in the central 

nervous system (CNS): PI KC α and PI KC β. Studies from immortalised cells 

have demonstrated that these two enzymes have important roles in vesicle cycling 

and nutrient signalling, respectively. PI KC α generated phosphatidylinositol- , -

bisphosphate [PI( , )P ] recruits and activates Sorting Nexin  to late stage 

Clathrin-coated pits at the cell surface, which provides the constriction necessary 

for Dynamin-mediated scission from the plasma membrane. PI KC β meanwhile 

plays important roles during low nutrient signalling, inhibiting cellular growth and 

promoting autophagy by generating PI( , )P  at the lysosome leading to - -  

protein mediated inhibition of mammalian target of rapamycin complex  

(mTORC ), a key member of the PI K-AKT signalling pathway. Here we wanted to 

investigate how these two proteins contribute to normal brain function. 

By generating a brain specific knockout of PI KC α in mice, we were able 

to show that these mice were viable and had normal development and behaviour.  

Synaptic cycling was found to be mostly unaffected as was synaptic transmission. 

However, we found accumulation of Synaptotagmin  in neurons lacking PI KC α, 

suggesting an underlying defect in maintaining homeostatic protein levels. 

Together these data suggest PI KC α may be largely dispensable in postmitotic 

neurons in the CNS.  

We then assessed the role of PI KC β in the CNS, using  PI KC β null mice 

as a model, demonstrating that loss of the enzyme in mice resulted in elevated 

mTORC  signalling within the hippocampus and cortex. Stereological analysis 

demonstrated no change in the density of excitatory and inhibitory neurons within 

the CA  region of the hippocampus, and glial coverage was also unaffected. 

However, we found electrophysiological defects in acute CA  hippocampal 

recordings, with network hyperexcitability reminiscent of epilepsy. This was 

confirmed by collaborators via identification of patient mutations in PI KC β  
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associated with focal epilepsies and drug specific epileptogenesis in mice. The 

mTORC  activation was shown to be reversable with acute rapamycin treatment, 

and our collaborators demonstrated epileptogenesis was acutely reversible in the 

mouse model. This data opens the possibility of a future pathway for treatment of 

human PI KC β type epilepsies. 

These data unveil distinct and important roles of the Class II PI Ks in the 

CNS that have implications in human health and disease. 
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Zusammenfassung 

PI KC α und PI KC β besitzen eine ähnliche Struktur und gehören zur 

Klasse  der PI -Kinasen. Diese Enzyme phosphorylieren die dritte 

Hydroxylgruppe des Inositolrings von Phosphoinositiden (PIPs). PIPs sind Lipide, 

die nicht nur die Signaltransduktion der Zelle kontrollieren können, sondern auch 

die Identität von zellulären Membranen bestimmen. PI KC α und PI KC β 

werden im gesamten Körper exprimiert, einschließlich des zentralen 

Nervensystems. Ergebnisse von immortalisierten Zelllinien zeigen eine wichtige 

Rolle dieser Enzyme im Vesikelrecycling und der Nährstoff-kontrollierten 

Signaltransduktion. 

PI KC α produziert PI( , )P  an „clathrin coated pits“ (Clathrin-

bemantelten Grübchen), wodurch SNX  zur Plasmamembran rekrutiert und dort 

aktiviert wird. Das ermöglicht die Abschnürung der Vesikel durch Dynamin von 

der Membran. 

PI KC β kann das Zellwachstum inhibieren und Autophagie einleiten, 

weswegen es wichtig bei geringer Nährstoffzufuhr ist. Die Produktion von 

PI( , )P   durch PI KC β an der Lysosomenmembran führt zur Inhibierung von 

mTORC , einem wichtigen Bestandteil des PI K-AKT Signalweges. Wir wollten 

untersuchen, welche Rolle PI KC α und PI KC β für die Gehirnfunktion spielen. 

Trotz der spezifischen Ausschaltung von PI KC α im Gehirn von Mäusen, 

waren diese lebensfähig und wiesen eine normale Entwicklung und normales 

Verhalten auf. Der synaptische Zyklus, wie auch die synaptische Transmission 

wurden nicht beeinflusst. Jedoch zeigten wir, dass der Verlust von PI KC α zu 

einer Akkumulation von Synaptotagmin  in Neuronen führt, die auf einen Defekt 

im Aufrechterhalten des homöostatischen Proteinlevels hinweisen könnten. Diese 

Ergebnisse deuten darauf hin, dass PI KC α größtenteils entbehrlich in 

postmitoschen Neuronen des zentralen Nervensystems ist.  

Anschließend untersuchten wir die Rolle von PI KC β im zentralen 

Nervensystem. Wir konnten eine erhöhte Signaltransduktion von mTORC  im 

Hippocampus und Cortex in Folge des Verlusts von PI KC β feststellen. 
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Stereologische Analysen zeigten keine Veränderung der Dichte von 

exzitatorischen und hemmenden Neuronen in der CA  Region des Hippocampus. 

Auch war die Verteilung von Gliazellen unverändert. Jedoch konnten wir einen 

elektrophysiologischen Defekt in akuten CA  hippocampalen Aufzeichnung 

feststellen, die an die Übererregbarkeit von Netzwerken in Epilepsie erinnern. 

Unterstützen zu diesen Ergebnissen identifizierten Kollaboratoren Patienten mit 

Mutationen in PI KC β, die mit fokaler Epilepsie und Medikament-spezifischen 

Epileptogenese in Mäusen assoziierten wird. mTOR Aktivierung konnte durch 

akute Behandlung mit Rapamycin rückgängig gemacht werden. Zusätzlich stellten 

unsere Kollaboratoren fest, dass auch die Epileptogenese in Mausmodellen zurück 

ging. Dieses Ergebnis eröffnet eine neue Möglichkeit Epilepsie mit PI KC β 

Mutationen in Menschen zu behandeln. 

Durch diese Arbeit konnten wichtige und krankheitsrelevante Rollen von 

Klasse  PI Ks im zentralen Nervensystem nachgewiesen werden. 
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 Introduction 

.  Neuronal Signalling and the Chemical Synapse 

The human brain contains nearly  billion neurons, highly polarised cells 

that have a unique architecture. These cells are arranged in complex interlinked 

networks which generate signalling patterns that govern both conscious behaviour 

and unconscious control of bodily function. To form these patterns, neurons 

transmit a signal first along their cell body via electrical conduction, known as an 

action potential (AP). At rest, a neuron maintains a negative intracellular voltage, 

typically - mV (Hodgkin & Huxley, ), maintained by active transport of Na+ 

ions out of the cell via Na+/K+ pumps (Thomas, ). However, upon innervation, 

the membrane potential becomes more positive until - mV is reached, upon 

which voltage gated Na+ channels open, initiating an AP. An AP is caused by the 

influx of Na+ down its electrical and chemical gradient which further raises the 

membrane potential in the local area, leading to a cascade of voltage gating across 

the length of the neuron. However, for an AP’s signal to be transmitted to the next 

neuron/neurons in a circuit, it must be transmitted across the space between two 

cells, at special junctions known as chemical synapses.  

The chemical synapse comprises three main components: the presynapse, 

synaptic cleft, and postsynapse (Figure ). To transmit a signal the sending neuron 

must convert the electrical AP into a chemical signal, this occurs at the axon 

terminal in the presynapse, also known as the presynaptic bouton. The chemical 

signals, known as neurotransmitters, are secreted into the synaptic cleft, the 

extracellular space between neurons. The size of the cleft is maintained at  nm 

to allow for fast and efficient signal transfer  (Clements et al., ; Savtchenko & 

Rusakov, ). Neurotransmitter diffuses across the cleft to reach the receiving 

neuron at its postsynaptic density (PSD) and this in turn, depending on the type 

of neurotransmitter secreted, can lead to excitation or inhibition of the receiving 

neuron.  
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Figure : The chemical synapse. A simplified view of the membrane 
compartments of the synaptic unit, formed of a presynapse, synaptic cleft and 
postsynapse. The upper presynapse contains primarily secretory compartments 
known as synaptic vesicles as well as some transport vesicles and recycling 
compartments known as endosomes. Upon Ca + influx caused by APs gating of 
Ca + channels, vesicles fuse with the presynaptic membrane depositing 
neurotransmitter into the synaptic cleft, which diffuses across the cleft and 
binds to postsynaptic neurotransmitter receptors, which leads to ion influx and 
AP generation. The postsynapse consists primarily of sorting compartments 
that insert or remove receptors from the PSD, and ER for Ca + buffering. 
Adapted from (Südhof, ). 
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Given that most neurons have multiple synaptic inputs, and each of these inputs 

may have varied strength, time of release and inhibitory or excitatory effect on the 

postsynaptic neuron, the integration of signals from even a small network 

generates an exponentially higher computational power than the same number of 

neurons operating in isolation (Diering & Huganir, ; Liaw & Berger, ; 

Tremblay et al., ). Understanding how these mechanisms are controlled and 

modulated has been of key interest to the research community. 

 

. .  The presynapse and synaptic vesicles 

Both the presynapse and postsynapse are highly adapted structures for their 

functions of sending and receiving synaptic signals. The presynapse is an oval 

shaped structure with a diameter of between  –  nm (Chéreau et al., ). 

The compartment contains mitochondria and some endoplasmic reticulum (ER), 

but most notably contains roughly  spherical membrane compartments of ~  

nm diameter, known as synaptic vesicles (Schikorski & Stevens, ; Takamori et 

al., ). These vesicles are filled with neurotransmitters such as glutamate, 

GABA, or acetylcholine, and can secrete these into the synaptic cleft by fusing with 

the protein dense membrane known as the active zone.  

Vesicles are conventionally thought to reside in three “pools” which serve 

linked but separate functions (Denker & Rizzoli, ). The readily releasable pool 

(RRP) is formed of vesicles ready to fuse with the active zone upon AP arrival to 

the axon terminal, they are either directly docked to the active zone or clustered 

within the periactive zone ready to replace docked vesicles upon fusion. The 

number of docked vesicles is tightly regulated (Schikorski & Stevens, ; Siksou 

et al., ) and changes in this number have been associated with neurological 

diseases (Buckmaster et al., ). This pool is rapidly depleted upon moderate 

frequency stimulation and requires replenishment from the recycling pool. 

The recycling pool accounts for roughly  - % of synaptic vesicles, and 

scales linearly with the total vesicle number (Marra et al., ). These highly 

mobile vesicles can replenish the RRP under moderate stimulation and are thought 
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to be sufficient for most physiological stimuli (Denker et al., ; Richards et al., 

).  

The final pool is the reserve pool, which contains the majority of vesicles 

(up to %, Südhof, ). This pool is characterised by immobile vesicles 

clustered to the cytoskeleton by the phosphoproteins known as Synapsins 

(Vasileva et al., ). Upon intense stimulation Synapsins undergo 

phosphorylation by CaM kinase which leads to a dissociation of Synapsins from 

the vesicles resulting in an increase of free moving vesicles which could replenish 

the recycling pool (Jovanovic et al., ; Vasileva et al., ).  

Other proposed models exist, suggesting a spatial mixing of the reserve and 

recycling pool (Rizzoli & Betz, ), a shared pool of vesicles across multiple 

synapses (Darcy et al., ), and the possibility of a pool of vesicles that have 

previously fused with the active zone and await further fusion events before 

retrieval, the “readily retrievable pool” (Fernández-Alfonso et al., ; Rizzoli & 

Jahn, ), however these still require further investigation and the traditional 

model remains mostly intact (Denker & Rizzoli, ). 

 

. .  Synaptic vesicle loading, docking and release 

As previously stated, synaptic vesicles are loaded with a high concentration 

of one of several neurotransmitters. This is done by creating a high electrochemical 

gradient via active transport of protons into the vesicle lumen by a V-ATPase (Farsi 

et al., ), then loading of neurotransmitters through their specific vesicular 

transporters (Gasnier, ). The H+ gradient is universally required for 

neurotransmitter loading, with monoamines and acetylcholine loading driven by 

the chemical gradient, glutamate by the membrane potential and GABA equally 

driven by both elements (Edwards, ). The copy number of these proteins per 

vesicle appears to be tightly regulated (only  -  V-ATPase per vesicle, (Mutch et 

al., ; Takamori et al., )), and changes in transporter copy number lead to 

altered neurotransmitter loading resulting in perturbed synaptic signalling 

(Takamori, ; Wilson et al., ; X. S. Wu et al., ).  
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Within the RRP a proportion of vesicles are docked to the plasma 

membrane which are then primed for an AP to trigger neurotransmitter release. 

The process of docking and priming revolves around the assembly of complexes of 

conserved transmembrane proteins known as SNAREs (soluble N-ethylmaleimide-

sensitive fusion protein attachment protein receptors), which are located on both 

the vesicles and the presynaptic membrane (Kaeser & Regehr, ). The vesicle 

interacting vesicle-SNARE (v-SNARE) Synaptobrevin-  interact with the target 

membrane target-SNAREs (t-SNARE) Syntaxin and SNAP-  to form a trans-

SNARE complex via their α-helix SNARE domains (Ramakrishnan et al., ). The 

initial docking is thought to be stabilised by the vesicle bound small GTPase Rab  

interacting with active zone cytomatrix linking protein RIM (Mittelstaedt et al., 

; Y. Wang et al., ), which also acts as a link to voltage gated calcium 

channels required for vesicle fusion (R. He et al., ; Kaeser et al., ), 

Subsequent SNARE complex formation is orchestrated by Munc  and Munc  

(Dulubova et al., ; Zilly et al., ). Munc  is bound to closed Syntaxin , 

however upon Munc  mediated opening of Syntaxin , Munc  is displaced which 

binds and stabilizes the SNARE complex at the active zone.  The final priming step 

involves formation of a complex of the vesicle bound calcium sensor synaptogamin 

, the SNARE complex, and the fusion clamp Complexin (Zhou et al., ). 

Upon AP arrival at the bouton, the change in membrane potential leads to 

opening of the voltage gated calcium channels which leads to an influx of Ca + ions 

down their electrochemical gradient. This influx leads to Ca + binding to the C A 

and C B domains of Synaptotagmin-  which leads to an increased affinity for 

phospholipids (Shin et al., ), leading to structural changes in the SNARE 

complex (X. Han & Jackson, ), which in turn displaces complexin leading to 

further SNARE conformational changes (Junjie Xu et al., ). The membranes of 

the vesicle and active zone are forced together by the SNARE complex trans to cis 

transition, causing the membranes to fuse and an opening (known as the fusion 

pore) to form which leads to the vesicle lumen to be exposed to the synaptic cleft 

(Lai et al., ). It is thought that this culminates in a full collapse of the vesicle 

into the active zone (Figure ) leading to vesicle bound proteins to require retrieval 
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(Heuser & Reese, ). It has been suggested that full collapse may not always 

occur, instead resulting in a brief pore opening known as kiss and run, however 

whether this occurs at central synapses remains controversial (L.-G. Wu et al., 

).  

It is clear that vesicle bound proteins such as Rab , Synaptotagmin-  and 

Synaptobrevin-  have integral roles in vesicle docking and fusion and copy number 

per vesicle seems to have little deviation (Takamori et al., ). This suggests 

effective sorting of these membrane bound proteins is required to maintain reliable 

synaptic signalling from the presynapse. In turn, effective sorting of these proteins 

requires that membrane compartments are clearly defined, so that proteins pass 

through clear checkpoints to be placed correctly back into synaptic vesicles. Key 

players in these checkpoints are the lipids of the membranes themselves (to be 

discussed later). 

Figure : The synaptic vesicle cycle.  Primed vesicles at central synapses are 
thought to fully collapse into the active zone and therefore require retrieval via 
endocytosis. Upon endocytosis the compartment is acidified to allow for 
neurotransmitter loading down an electrochemical gradient. After endocytosis 
occurs, there may be further sorting required via endosomes, however this 
remains unclear. Adapted from. (Gross & von Gersdorff, ). 
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. .  The postsynapse 

Traversing the synaptic cleft, the opposite function of converting a chemical 

signal back into initiating or inhibiting electrical APs must be achieved. 

Postsynapses of the central nervous system (CNS) can be located either at the cell 

soma or at specialised sites along the neuronal dendrite known as dendritic spines, 

and occasionally onto the axon, though these are primarily GABAergic synapses at 

the axon initial segment (Nathanson et al., ). Though these synapses have 

diverse location and function, the key feature of all is the clustering of 

neurotransmitter receptors within a  –  nm diameter membrane area (E 

Kim & Sheng, ) known as the postsynaptic density (PSD). This highly protein 

rich area of membrane appears extremely dense under electron microscopy (EM), 

is roughly  –  nm thick at excitatory synapses (Carlin et al., ), but less 

defined at inhibitory synapses (Gray, ).  

The localisation of receptors to the PSD is stabilised by scaffold proteins 

that link the membrane proteins to the cell’s cytoskeleton. At excitatory synapses 

receptors interact with the membrane-associated guanylate kinases, the best 

studied of which is PSD-  (Hunt et al., ; Eunjoon Kim & Sheng, ). PSD-

 links these channels to a polymeric structure of the proteins Shank and Homer 

(M. K. Hayashi et al., ), which is then in turn bound  to filamentous actin via 

small linker proteins (Naisbitt et al., ; Qualmann et al., ).   

At inhibitory synapses the major scaffolding protein is gephyrin 

(Giesemann et al., ), which may directly link receptors to microtubules (Prior 

et al., ). However gephyrin is only partially required for GABA receptor 

clustering (Gamlin et al., ; Legendre, ; Lévi et al., ).  

Besides the classical excitatory and inhibitory receptors, many modulatory 

receptors reside at most synapses, though also are located outside the PSD. The 

mechanisms of how these receptors are localised to specific synapses or the other 

areas they reside on the cell surface is still poorly understood.  

Due to their localisation in the plasma membrane all neurotransmitter 

receptors are implanted into membrane at the rough ER before passing through 
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the Golgi apparatus and the Trans Golgi Network (TGN) for proper protein folding 

(Kennedy & Ehlers, ; Shao & Hegde, ). These receptors must then be 

trafficked to the synapse and inserted in the membrane via exocytosis, with the 

number of each receptor at the PSD determining synaptic strength (Kennedy & 

Ehlers, ), thus control of membrane dynamics needs tight regulation to 

maintain effective receptor levels. 

As mentioned previously, there may be multiple presynaptic inputs to one 

postsynapse, and depending on how many of these inputs are active and how 

closely timed the inputs are can lead to a summation of neurotransmitter signals 

more likely to elicit a postsynaptic response. This is known as spatiotemporal 

summation. 

 

. .  Direct synaptic transmission  

The immediate effects of excitatory or inhibitory signalling are mediated via 

ionotropic neurotransmitter receptors. Upon neurotransmitter binding, these ion 

selective channels open allowing for ion flux across the postsynaptic membrane.  

In the case of typical central excitatory synapses, glutamate binding to the 

ionotropic glutamate receptors of the AMPA, NMDA and Kainate receptor families 

leads to the inrush of cations down their electrochemical gradient (Nicholls, et al. 

). Upon glutamate binding, AMPA receptors show fast gating (i.e. fast channel 

opening), leading to a selective influx of Na+ and, depending on channel subunits, 

Ca + ions leading to fast depolarisation (Edmonds et al., ). The less common 

kainate receptors have comparable ion conductance to AMPA receptors, but have 

slower gating properties, the ratio of these receptors at a synapse may aid the 

timing of AP generation due to slower depolarisation (Huettner, ). The final 

contributor to excitatory direct transmission is the NMDA receptors. These have 

much slower gating due to the voltage dependant blockage of the channel by 

extracellular Mg + ions which only dissociate from the channel upon a positive 

membrane potential caused by an AP (Mayer et al., ; Nowak et al., ). This 

results in an inrush of Ca + ions that can lead to secondary APs being generated. 
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However, these channels are better known for their indirect effects in synaptic 

transmission whereby Ca + acts as a second messenger. 

Direct inhibitory transmission relies on the transit of the anion Cl- entering 

through GABA or glycine receptors. Upon GABA or glycine binding to their 

respective receptors (Coombs et al., ), Cl- ions enter the postsynapse down 

their chemical gradient, and subsequently the membrane potential shifts, 

becoming more negative thus inhibiting AP propagation. 

Some ionotropic receptors such as kainate and GABAa receptors are also 

located at the presynapse. These can lead to changes in the probability of 

secondary depolarisations leading to changes in further release. 

Neurotransmission to these receptors can occur either from axoaxonic synapses or 

via the synapse itself, so called autoreception (MacDermott et al., ). 

 

. .  Indirect transmission  

Synaptic transmission in the CNS does not only lead to immediate gating of 

ion channels, but instead leads to second messenger mediated effects that can 

cause long lasting changes in synaptic excitability and function.  

As described previously, Ca + ions have a key role in indirect transmission. 

Cytoplasmic calcium is kept at very low concentrations, around a ,  fold 

difference to the synaptic cleft, leading to a high chemical gradient between the 

intra- and extra-synaptic space (Fierro & Llano, ; E. Neher & Augustine, ). 

This difference means that if Ca + conducting channels such as the NMDA 

receptors are activated/open, a large influx can occur even against the cation’s 

electrical gradient. Furthermore, small changes in Ca + concentration within the 

postsynapse can evoke large changes, due to the high availability of Ca + dependent 

effector proteins, such as calmodulin and calpains. Due to the fast binding of these 

proteins to Ca + ions that enter through NMDA receptors, Ca + tends to have rather 

local changes in concentration near the receptor, known as calcium microdomains 

(Berridge, ). These microdomains containing Ca + dependent effector 

proteins can recruit and activate other proteins such as the calmodulin-dependent 
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protein kinase-II (CaMKII), which requires calmodulin binding and calpain-

mediated cleavage to become active (Baudry et al., ). CaMKII in turn is 

recruited to the NMDA receptors of calcium microdomains whereby it 

phosphorylates neighbour AMPA and NMDA receptor subunits, changing the 

receptor gating and conductance properties which can enhance or reduce synaptic 

signal propagation (Coultrap et al., ; Hell, ). This is an example of how a 

synapse can modulate the response to the chemical signals of the presynapse, this 

is known as synaptic plasticity.  

Furthermore, Ca + ion influx is thought to mediate AMPA receptor insertion 

into the PSD. This occurs due to Synaptotagmin-  and Synaptotagmin-  mediated 

exocytosis of AMPA receptor containing vesicles (M. Park, ), leading to fast 

increase in postsynaptic strength and is a key component of early plasticity.  

Ca + ions may also play a role in detecting aberrant synaptic signalling such 

as in the case of epilepsy. Ca + microdomains can lead to activation of lipases such 

as diacylglycerol lipase which produces endocannabinoids. These lipid 

neurotransmitters are secreted into the cleft, binding to endocannabinoid 

receptors in the presynapse which via second messengers inhibit further synaptic 

vesicle release (Ohno-Shosaku et al., ). If the postsynapse receives even higher 

excitatory signalling, the subsequent large influx of Ca + ions leads to activation of 

Calpain. This could lead to Calpain-mediated cleavage of the cytoskeleton which 

could lead to pruning of the synapse (Schuldiner & Yaron, ; Vosler et al., 

), or even lead to Calpain-mediated caspase cleavage, resulting in apoptosis 

of the neuron to prevent further damage via excitotoxicity (Cheng et al., ; Lam 

& González, ).  

The other main route of indirect signalling is via receptors that do not 

conduct ions, instead activating second messenger pathways within the 

postsynapse, known as metabotropic receptors. The majority of these 

transmembrane proteins belong to the super family of G Protein-Coupled 

Receptors (GPCRs). These GPCRs bind to guanine nucleotide-binding proteins (G 

Proteins) which at rest are bound to a guanosine diphosphate (GDP). G proteins 

consist of three subunits (α, β, and γ) with the mixture of these subunits defining 
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which receptor they bind to and what downstream targets will be. Upon GPCR 

activation by a stimulus (neurotransmitters, small peptides or even light), GDP is 

exchanged for guanosine triphosphate (GTP), and the G Protein dissociates from 

the GPCR, and the α subunit splits from the βγ-subunits to form two second 

messengers. The targets of these subunits are varied, including protein and lipid 

kinases, internal calcium reservoirs and ionotropic receptors, and can have effects 

on both short-term ion influx and endocannabinoid release and longer-term 

protein turnover and synaptic architecture, modifying synaptic plasticity.  

One key group of GPCRs in the CNS are the muscarinic receptors. 

Comprised of five subtypes, M  – M  (Caulfield & Birdsall, ; Hulme et al., 

), they all share an affinity for acetylcholine, but differ in their precise G 

protein coupling meaning that depending on the M-type present at a synapse, 

different downstream effects occur upon acetylcholine signalling. The M  and M  

receptors have been shown to lead to postsynaptic inhibition by activation of K+ 

channel opening, which leads to K+ ion efflux down its chemical gradient, which 

in turn hyperpolarizes the postsynapse, preventing AP generation (Horn & Dodd, 

; Wickman & Clapham, ). These two channels are also at the presynapse 

of most acetylcholine secreting boutons, and act as autoinhibitors for cholinergic 

signalling by inhibiting Cav channels (Allen & Brown, ).  

The M , M , and M  receptors are thought to have primarily excitatory roles 

on the postsynapse (Brown, ). These receptors primarily act on various K+ 

channels in the postsynapse, inhibiting hyperpolarization, though may have effects 

on other cation channels (B. Lu et al., ), and are thought to have long term 

neuromodulatory affects (Dennis et al., ; Ohno-Shosaku et al., ).  

While the M  and M  receptors act on their targets directly by G protein 

subunits binding to the cation channels (Fernández-Fernández et al., ; 

Wickman & Clapham, ), the M , M , and M  receptors instead have effects via 

tertiary messengers, in particular through the metabolism of a phospholipid 

known as PIP  (Brown et al., ), a member of the phosphoinositide family of 

lipids that have far reaching roles in signalling and membrane control.  
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.  Phosphoinositides in Membrane Dynamics 

Phosphoinositides (PIPs) are phosphorylated varieties of 

phosphatidylinositols (PI), glycerophospholipids with an inositol ring headgroup 

(Figure ). PI can undergo phosphorylation at positions ,  and  of the inositol 

ring (phosphorylations of positions  and  have not been found in nature, (Balla, 

)) and the combinations of these give rise to seven unique PI species (Figure 

). The glycerophospholipid family of phospholipids represents the majority of the 

phospholipids within the cell membrane, however PIs are only a small contributor, 

roughly % of all phospholipids in the cell, with about % being PI and % all 

PIPs combined (Matteis & Godi, ). Though PI is present on the membrane of 

mycobacteria, PIPs’ emergence on cytoplasmic membrane leaflets correlates 

evolutionarily with the appearance of internal membrane structures of more 

complex organisms (Balla, ).  

As previously stated, membrane compartments such as synaptic vesicles, 

ER, and TGN are not static structures, but have high throughput of membrane 

compartments both fusing and budding from them. This can lead to the exchange 

of transmembrane proteins that should be placed on specific organelles to allow 

that compartment to function. Furthermore these organelles may have to be 

trafficked large distances to reach their precise site of action in the cell (Vukoja et 

al., ). As such, it is conceivable that these membranes must have a mechanism 

to define the identity of each compartment to allow the correct proteins to interact 

 

 

 

Figure : Phosphatidylinositol. PI is an uncommon 
lipid within membranes, and its derivatives are known as 
key molecules regulating cell signalling and membrane 
identity. In nature, the inositol ring can be phosphorylated 
at the , , and  position in any combination with many 
proteins having affinity for a specific PIP species (R. Irvine, 

). 
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with each organelle. Early experiments showed that upon cholinergic drug 

stimulation of amylase secretion from secretory vesicles of the pancreas, a 

corresponding increase in phospholipid phosphorylation was observed (Hokin, R.; 

Hokin, ). This was the first hint that the lipids of the membranes themselves 

may have a role in membrane dynamics.  

The distinct stereochemistry of the hydroxyl groups on the inositol ring of 

PIs (described as a chair layout, or more imaginatively, as the limbs of a turtle, 

(Agranoff, ; R. F. Irvine, ), means that each of the PIP species are distinct 

from each other, making them good candidates as membrane based identifiers for 

protein interactions. Furthermore, multiple lipid kinases and phosphatases have 

been identified, allowing for PIP species interconversions which reflect changes in 

membrane identity or state. These enzymes all convert only one position of the 

inositol ring, and generally have a preferred species as a substrate (for example the 

Class-  inositol polyphosphate- -phosphatase can dephosphorylate the phosphate 

on the  position of any PI P species, but has a tenfold higher affinity for 

PI( , , )P  (Kong et al., ).  

 

Figure : Phosphoinositide metabolism. PIPs can be inter converted 
between species by PI-kinases and PI-phosphatases. These enzymes can be 
recruited in a spatial-temporal manner to denote compartmental state 
(Wallroth & Haucke, ). 
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. .  Phosphoinositides in exocytosis and Clathrin mediated 

endocytosis 

As discussed earlier in the context of synaptic vesicles, docking, and fusing 

of vesicles is both spatially regulated with predefined release sites and temporally 

regulated through step by step assembly of protein release machinery. But the 

membranes themselves also have a role to play in this regulation in both the release 

of vesicles and the subsequent retrieval in the exo-endocytic cycle.  

PI( , )P  is predominantly found at the plasma membrane and is produced 

by PIP Ks α – γ from PI P (Yang et al., , ). It has been suggested that 

several exocytic proteins can interact with PI( , )P , in particular Syntaxins may 

cluster PI( , )P  into concentrated microdomains which in turn interact with 

synaptotagmin in the final docking steps of vesicles (Aoyagi et al., ; 

Honigmann et al., ). Acute depletion of PI( , )P  was recently shown to result 

in vesicles becoming undocked from the membrane of insulin secreting cells and 

a reduction of subsequent membrane fusion events (Ji et al., ).  

Upon this vesicle release, it is necessary to retrieve the release machinery 

from the surface and efficiently sort it into new vesicles for further release. This is 

especially true at the synapse due to the long trafficking distance from the soma to 

replenish these transmembrane proteins. The limited number of release sites at 

the synapse is thought to be blocked by used release machinery and requires  

clearance before further release can occur (Jäpel et al., ; Neher, ). 

Furthermore, vesicle fusion adds extra membrane to the release site, both reducing 

surface tension, required for fusion, and also potentially increasing the distance 

between Ca + channels and release sites, lowering release probability (Heuser & 

Reese, ; Lou, ). Finally, at a wider context all cells need to maintain the 

protein landscape of the plasma membrane, from regulation of channels and 

surface receptors for extracellular signalling, to the uptake of large molecules 

which cannot pass though the membrane or channels. All these processes are 

conducted via membrane intake, known as endocytosis. 
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There are thought to be several mechanisms of endocytosis, but the most 

common and well understood mechanism across cell types is the highly structured 

mechanism known as clathrin mediated endocytosis (CME). CME is a highly 

conserved mechanism present in all eukaryotes to regulate the plasma membrane 

landscape and to internalise external substances. It has been shown to have key 

roles in cell signalling, cell motility, and metabolism (Haucke & Kozlov, ; R. 

Lu et al., ). It is defined by the assembly of a lattice structure formed from a 

triskelion shaped molecule known as Clathrin (Kanaseki & Kadota, ). Until 

recently CME was proposed to be the predominant form of synaptic endocytosis, 

though several other forms of endocytosis have been described, newer studies 

suggest that though CME is present, it is not dominant at the synapse (Milosevic, 

; Saheki & De Camilli, ; Soykan et al., ). However, it is still believed 

that CME is a contributor in synaptic vesicle recycling, being possibly important 

for synaptic vesicle reformation from endosomal structures (Kononenko et al., 

; Milosevic, ). It is particularly useful due to its highly structured steps, 

which lead to fully formed synaptic vesicles which can directly re-enter the RRP 

and recycling pool without the need for further sorting (Milosevic, ). 

This structured process can be divided into four steps: Initiation, 

Maturation, Scission, and Uncoating. Each of these steps involves an evolving 

interplay of proteins that carefully segregate target proteins and progressively bend 

the membrane until a point where it can be separated from the plasma membrane 

and the endocytic machinery removed, all under the control of PIP checkpoints 

ensuring proper progression of the steps.  

Initiation pertains to the targeting of membrane interacting adaptor 

proteins to selected cargo which begins the assembly of the Clathrin lattice. The 

heterotetramer AP-  is known to associate to the plasma membrane via its α and 

β  subunits interacting with PI( , )P  (Kelly et al., ; Shih et al., ; Traub et 

al., ). These interactions cause a conformational change in the complex, which 

allows for cargo interaction with the µ  subunit (Jackson et al., ),which in turn 

is thought to open two PI( , )P  binding sites on the µ  subunit (Höning et al., 

; Rohde et al., ), which stabilises AP-  at the membrane. AP-  can then 
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recruit PI P -kinases via the µ  subunit generating a concentrated pool of 

PI( , )P  which leads to further AP-  complex recruitment (Krauss et al., ). 

The increase of PI( , )P  concentration thus plays a key role as a checkpoint to 

ensure cargo selection has occurred before the progression of the clathrin coated 

pit (CCP), and acute reduction of PI( , )P  has been shown to lead to a loss of CCP 

number and delayed progression of the pits (Zoncu et al., ). Several known 

synaptic proteins that have been shown to be endocytic cargos are Synaptotagmin-

 which is recruited to AP-  via its cargo adaptors SV , Stonin , and recently 

SGIP α (Diril et al., ; Kaempf et al., ; Lee et al., ), and Synaptobrevin-

 via AP  and CALM (Koo et al., , ). Once at the membrane, AP-  begins 

to recruit Clathrin molecules via interaction of mobile appendages of AP- ’s  α and 

β  subunits to beta propeller on the terminal domain of the Clathrin heavy chain 

(Praefcke et al., ; Shih et al., ; ter Haar et al., ). As each Clathrin 

molecule is a triskelion composed of three light and heavy chains, multiple AP-  

complexes can bind to one Clathrin, as well as other adaptor proteins such as 

Amphiphysin , Arrestin , and AP  (Smith et al., ). The Clathrin lattice 

assembly is thought to displace the PI P -kinases, resulting in the end of PI( , )P  

production denoting the end of the initiation phase (Borner et al., ; Wallroth 

& Haucke, ).  

Maturation is the increase in curvature of the pit until it resembles a U 

shape whereby constriction and scission occur. This stage is characterised by the 

remodelling of the membrane by proteins, and the exchange of PIPs to promote 

progression. Until recently it was thought that Clathrin itself generated the initial 

curvature of the membrane as the curvature of a CCP matched that of Clathrin 

molecules (Cocucci et al., ; Kirchhausen, ), however it was recently 

shown that Clathrin first forms in a flat lattice before curvature, without an 

increase in the quantity of Clathrin molecules during bending (Avinoam et al., 

; Haucke & Kozlov, ). Instead bending is caused by both large insertions 

into the membrane that disrupt the uniform lipid plain, and curved scaffold 

proteins, particularly Bin-Amphiphysin-rvs (BAR) domain containing proteins, 

that when recruited to the CCP provide external curvature to the pit (Campelo et 
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al., ; Haucke & Kozlov, ). At a yet undefined timepoint during 

Initiation/Maturation, PI -phosphatases such as Synaptojanin, SHIP , and OCRL 

are recruited to the CCP and convert PI( , )P  to PI P (Erdmann et al., ; 

Nakatsu et al., ; Perera et al., ). This reduction in PI( , )P  towards the 

end of maturation intersects with an increase of PI( , )P , attributed to the Class-

II PI -kinase Alpha (PI KC α), which leads to the end of Maturation of the pit and 

induces Scission.  

 

. .  PI KC α and late stage Clathrin-mediated endocytosis 

The PI -Kinases are a family of enzymes that all phosphorylate the  

position on the inositol ring of PIPs. This family is split into three classes which are 

defined by their structural similarity and substrate preference. The best described 

enzymes are the Class I PI Ks, which use PI( , )P  to generate PI( , , )P , they are 

involved in cell signalling, in particular receptor mediated signalling such as 

Receptor Tyrosine Kinases (RTKs) and GPCRs (Leevers et al., ; 

Vanhaesebroeck et al., ). The Class I PI Ks have been the subject of extensive 

study due to their role in multiple cancers, but also play a role in the brain, as 

second messengers for LTP formation (De Santis et al., ; Man et al., ). 

VPS  is the sole member of Class III PI Ks, it uses PI as its substrate to produce 

PI P, which is involved in the control of endosomal sorting after endocytosis and 

also in controlling autophagy (Jaber & Zong, ; Vanhaesebroeck et al., ).  

The Class II PI Ks however had until recently remained enigmatic. 

Comprised of three members, the proteins are classified by having an unstructured 

N-terminal, a Ras-binding domain, a PI K core followed by a phosphoinositide 

Figure : The Class II PI Ks. The PI K family is divided into three classes, 
defined by structural similarities. The Class II PI Ks have an unstructured N-
Terminus, Ras binding domain, two C  domains, a PX domain and a PI K core 
(Durrant & Hers, ). 
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binding Phox homology (PX) domain and a membrane interacting C  domain 

(Figure ). The first two members of the family, PI KC α and PI KC β are 

ubiquitously expressed, while PI KC γ was thought to be expressed primarily in 

the liver and pancreas, however recent data suggests expression in other tissues 

(Juyoung Kim et al., ; Kok et al., ; Muller et al., ). Class II PI Ks 

primarily use PI P as a substrate to produce PI( , )P  (Marat et al., ; Posor et 

al., ; Wallroth & Haucke, ), though there is some data that suggests PI as 

a substrate also (K. He et al., ), however this remains controversial.  

PI KC α was shown to play a role in late stage CME, and its deletion results 

in delayed endocytosis and an increased number of stranded U shaped CCPs on 

the cell surface (Posor et al., ). This study also demonstrated that acute 

PI( , )P  depletion via the inducible recruitment of the PI -Phosphatase INPP B 

to the plasma membrane results in stranded CCPs, and expression of a PI P-only 

producing PI KC α in knockdown cells does not rescue the phenotypes observed, 

suggesting PI KC α produced PI( , )P  is vital in the late CME stage of Scission. It 

is thought that PI KC α is recruited to the neck of the pit, interacting with Clathrin 

via a Clathrin binding domain (CBD) in its unstructured N-terminal region 

(Gaidarov et al., ; Schöneberg et al., ). Scission during CME involves the 

constriction of the vesicle neck until the CCP is Omega shaped (Ω), and eventual 

fission of the vesicle away from the plasma membrane. The best known proteins 

involved in this step are Dynamins, which is a key family of GTPases that conduct 

the final fission of the membrane (Praefcke & McMahon, ). However, it has 

been shown that Dynamin associates with highly constricted membranes with a 

diameter of  nm (Y. J. Chen et al., ). To achieve this high curvature, the 

maturing CCPs must be constricted from the U shape previously described to the 

Ω shape (Figure ).  

One protein shown be involved in constriction is a member of the sorting 

nexin family, SNX . There are three members of the subgroup, SNX , SNX  and 

SNX , all have the same organisation of domains: An N-Terminal SRC Homology 

 (SH ) Domain, a PX domain then a C-terminal BAR domain (Lundmark & 

Carlsson, ). Potentially having overlapping  roles (J. Park et al., ), it has 
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been shown that SNX  and SNX  are important for the U to Ω transition, with 

co-knockdown of them resulting in increased number of U CCPs and a tendency 

for prolonged endocytosis (Schöneberg et al., ). 

The PX-BAR domain of SNX  interacts with a stretch within the linker 

region between its SH  and PX-BAR domain resulting in autoinhibition (Lo et al., 

). However, upon interaction at the CCP with the AP-  alpha ear, the ear binds 

to this linker region, displacing the PX-BAR domain. SNX  is now free to interact 

with PI( , )P  via its PX domain, which allows SNX  activation, leading to SNX  

ring self-assembly and membrane remodelling (Schöneberg et al., ). PI KC α 

produced PI( , )P  is thus essential for efficient SNX  assembly and constriction 

Figure : PI( , )P  mediated neck constriction. PI KC α was shown to be 
recruited to late stage CCPs, converting PI P to PI( , )P . This results in the 
recruitment and activation of SNX , leading to self-assembly of a ring that 
constricts the neck to within a diameter of  nm, whereby highly curved 
dynamin can be recruited which further constricts the neck, resulting in 
eventual fission. Adapted from (Schmid & Mettlen,  and Schöneberg et al., 

). 
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of the neck, with acute depletion of PI( , )P  or loss of PI KC α resulting in an a 

loss of SNX  at the CCP (Posor et al., ). The constriction of the neck allows for 

Dynamin attachment and ring assembly, which then via GTP mediated 

constriction separates the vesicle neck resulting in completed fission. 

Finally, the vesicle undergoes the mechanism of Uncoating, removing the 

endocytic machinery and the start of the sorting process of its cargo. Auxilin is 

recruited to the centre of the Clathrin triskelia followed by three copies of HSC  

which disassemble the coat via an ATP dependent mechanism (Greene & 

Eisenberg, ; Rothnie et al., ). At the same time, it is believed the PI -

Phosphatases INPP A/B are recruited to the vesicle, converting PI( , )P  to PI P, 

giving the vesicle a more endosomal identity.  

Overall, it is clear PIPs are vital for maintaining CME checkpoints, and of 

interest to this study PI KC α produced PI( , )P  appears vital to late stage 

progression of CME. 

 

.  Phosphoinositides in mTOR Signalling 

Phosphoinositides are not purely limited to the control of membrane 

identity and trafficking but play important roles in cellular signalling and cell fate 

decisions. One such example of this is the conversion of external nutrient signals 

in the control of autophagy. Autophagy is the process of “eating of self”, which 

involves the regulated breakdown of proteins, membranes, and even entire 

organelles. This is conducted for several reasons: to clear damaged organelles or 

misfolded proteins, destroy pathogens, and as a source of energy and nutrients in 

times of insufficiency. The activation or inhibition of autophagy thus has 

downstream effects on cell survival, growth, and signalling. Due to autophagy both 

suppressing growth yet promoting cellular survival, it has become a pathway of key 

interest in Cancer Biology, with Janus-faced tumour suppressor and promotor 

effects (Yun & Lee, ).  

However autophagy is also thought to have key roles in synaptic 

transmission, neuronal homeostasis, and has impacts on animal behaviour 
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(Lieberman & Sulzer, ). Modulation of autophagy has been shown to have 

acute effects on synaptic vesicle numbers and release in striatal dopaminergic 

neurons and it also has a role in removal of defective release machinery 

(Hernandez et al., ; Hoffmann et al., ). It is also seen to be a key regulator 

of LTP and LTD induction, and perturbation of the normal control effects spatial 

memory (Glatigny et al., ; Nikoletopoulou et al., ; Shehata et al., ). 

Autophagy is also of key importance within the Hypothalamus, detecting nutrient 

levels and controlling feeding behaviour (Cota et al., ). One emerging field of 

study is how disfunction of autophagy may play a role in epileptogenesis (Giorgi et 

al., ; McMahon et al., ).  However, this is a developing field which requires 

further investigation.  

Autophagy involves the process of forming a large membrane compartment 

to degrade target cargo. During formation, the developing membrane sheet 

(known as a phagophore) extends and can encircle large structures such as 

mitochondria or large protein aggregates. Once fully formed into an enclosed 

compartment, the autophagosome as it is now known can fuse with multivesicular 

bodies, a type of late endosome which contains vesicles that have inwardly budded 

that have proteins marked for recycling on their surfaces. Finally, the mature 

autophagosome fuses with lysosomes containing digestive enzymes, allowing for 

cargo degradation, and recycling. This ensures effective recycling of cytosolic 

components. 

 

. .  mTOR control of autophagy and growth signalling 

 One key question concerning autophagy is how cells incorporate 

environmental signals in the decision for growth or recycling. One central player 

in translating these external signals is the protein mammalian target of rapamycin 

(mTOR). As the name implies, mTOR and its Yeast homolog TOR were discovered 

to be the target of the inhibitor rapamycin via the prolyl isomerase FKBP  

(Cafferkey et al., ; Kunz et al., ; Sabers et al., ).  
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mTOR is known to associate in two complexes, mTORC  and mTORC  

which are both components of the PI K-AKT pathway, with mTORC  being a 

central regulator of the process, however mTORC  is less well described. The two 

complexes are comprised of different subunits and have different localisation, 

mTORC  being primarily located on the lysosome while mTORC  is located on ER 

or at the plasma membrane (Betz & Hall, ).  

The PI K-AKT pathway is thought to incorporate multiple extra- and 

intracellular signals such as glucose levels, amino acid availability, and signals from 

certain GPCRs (Hemmings & Restuccia, ; New & Wong, ). The best 

described stimuli for the PI K-AKT pathway though are growth factor signals such 

as Insulin, IGF, or EGF, which bind to their respective RTKs leading to dimerization 

and autophosphorylation of Tyrosine residues (Lemmon & Schlessinger, ; 

Wee & Wang, ). Ligand binding to RTKs leads to activation of Class I PI Ks at 

the plasma membrane, either via direct interaction via the phosphorylated tyrosine 

residues on the activated receptor with the Src Homology  domain (SH ) domain 

of the p  regulatory subunit of the PI K  or via adaptor proteins such as Gab  

(Mattoon et al., ; Wee & Wang, ). The interactions of Class I PI Ks with 

GPCRs is less well characterised, though direct interactions do exist between 

certain GPCRs and a subset of Class I PI Ks (New et al., ), and may both be 

excitatory or inhibitory to the pathway (Jewell et al., ; Martelli et al., ). 

Once active, the Class I PI Ks convert PI( , )P  to PI( , , )P  on the plasma 

membrane, which in turn recruits and activates Akt via its Pleckstrin homology 

(PH) domain (Franke, ; Hemmings & Restuccia, ). The level of PI( , , )P  

is tightly regulated by the PI -Phosphatase PTEN, with mutations in the 

phosphatase being highly associated with tumorigenesis (C. Y. Chen et al., ; 

Stambolic et al., ). Akt activation also requires interactions with mTORC  and 

PDK  which may be a coincidence detection mechanism for PI( , , )P  (Dibble & 

Cantley, ).  

Once active, Akt phosphorylates and inactivates Tuberous sclerosis 

complex (TSC), a complex formed by the two proteins TSC  and TSC  (Gao, ; 

J. Huang & Manning, ). TSC is a negative regulator of downstream signalling 
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in the PI K-AKT-mTOR pathway, and is thought to suppress signalling by 

sequestering the small GTPase Rheb in a GDP bound state (Garami et al., ; 

Menon et al., ), thus inactivation of TSC results in Rheb GTPase activity, which 

directly acts on mTORC  either in the mTOR kinase domain or via mTORC  

subunit Raptor (Sancak et al., ; Sato et al., ). It is then possible for 

mTORC  to remove the inhibitory protein PRAS  from the complex via 

phosphorylation by Akt and mTORC  itself, resulting in mTORC  becoming fully 

active (Dibble & Cantley, ; L. Wang et al., ). The steps of how mTORC  is 

regulated are still incompletely understood, with likely coincidence detection from 

indirect PI K-AKT signalling playing a role (Acosta-Jaquez et al., ; Dan et al., 

), as well as other signalling pathways playing a role, thus further investigation 

is required.  

Once mTORC  is active, it binds and phosphorylates several targets which 

effect cell growth, autophagy, and fate decisions. The best-known targets of 

mTORC  are Unc-  like autophagy activating kinase  (ULK ) the eukaryotic 

initiation factor binding proteins ( E-BPs) and Ribosomal protein S  kinase beta-

 (S K). 

ULK  resides in a complex  of the same name which regulates a secondary 

Class III PI K complex VPS , a key player in initiation of autophagosome 

formation initiation and therefore also autophagy (Zachari & Ganley, ). ULK  

phosphorylates the Beclin-  subunit of the VPS  complex leading to increased 

activity (Russell et al., ). Upon the phosphorylation of Ser  of ULK  by 

mTORC , the complex is rendered inactive in turn leading to a decline in 

autophagy (Joungmok Kim et al., ).  

E-BPs strongly interact and inhibit Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 

E (eIF E), a protein that both guides mRNA to ribosomes and initiates translation 

(Sonenberg & Hinnebusch, ). Upon mTORC  phosphorylation of E-BP this 

interaction is weakened, thus promoting protein translation.  

The mTORC  target S K and its downstream target S  ribosomal protein 

are also important for protein translation. When mTORC  phosphorylates S K and 
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it in turn phosphorylates S , S  interacts with the S subunit of ribosomes 

allowing for protein translation (Dufner & Thomas, ; Ferrari et al., ).  

Other targets are also described, including roles in mitochondrial synthesis, 

lipid metabolism, nucleotide synthesis, and control of transcription, and it is likely 

many more pathways will be discovered (Ben-Sahra et al., ; Cunningham et al., 

; Napolitano et al., ; Porstmann et al., ). Furthermore, though the 

PI K-Akt pathway is the best described pathway to mTORC  activation it is by no 

means the only upstream regulation, with inputs from mitochondria via AMPK 

being described, and the inputs of mTORC  and the physiological (I.e. non-

rapamycin) regulation of FKBPs are still under investigation (Hausch et al., ; 

Jia Xu et al., ). One such pathway that was recently discovered was a novel 

signalling arch involving mTORC  and a Class II PI K known as PI KC β. 

 

. .  mTORC  controls neuronal fate and memory formation 

mTORC  activity has been shown to be a key regulator in LTP formation 

and maintenance (Hoeffer & Klann, ; Stoica et al., ), by facilitating protein 

translation within the postsynapse (Cammalleri et al., ; Tsokas et al., ). 

mTORC  is also thought to play a critical role in cellular fate decisions during 

neurogenesis, particularly for cortical and hippocampal development. As 

previously described, the regulation of mTORC  has direct input into cell division, 

and increased activation has been associated with macrocephaly (Takei & Nawa, 

), while conversely inhibition of the pathway leads to inhibited brain growth, 

and was recently shown to be the cause of microcephaly in Zika virus patients 

(Cloëtta et al., ; Liang et al., ). Finally mTORC  signalling has been 

demonstrated to play important roles in neuronal migration, with misregulation 

resulting in poor interneuron migration and linked to autism (LiCausi & Hartman, 

). 
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. .  mTORC  dysfunction in human epilepsies 

The implication of the PI K-AKT-mTOR pathway in epilepsy has been well 

described (Onda et al., ), and has been of particular clinical interest 

(Galanopoulou et al., ; Ostendorf & Wong, ). All known epilepsy inducing 

mutations within the pathway lead to an activation of mTORC  signalling (J. K. 

Kim & Lee, ). The best described of these syndromes is Tuberous Sclerosis, a 

congenital disorder arising from mutation of the mTOR negative regulators 

TSC /TSC  which result in multiple symptoms but notably have high occurrence 

of brain malformations, so called cortical tubers, and epilepsy (Kwiatkowski & 

Manning, ; Ridler et al., ). Early embryonic deletion of Tsc  or Tsc  via 

neuron specific Cre recombinase results in structural abnormalities, seizures and 

early death (Meikle et al., ; Zeng et al., ). However, it is unclear if the 

seizures are due to developmental abnormality or if there is a change of 

Excitatory/Inhibitory (E/I) balance within otherwise normal neuronal circuits. 

Virus mediated Cre recombination of Tsc  in adult mice led to in vitro neuronal 

excitability and a difference in susceptibility of seizure inducing kainic acid 

(Bateup et al., ). This adds weight to the argument that mTOR related 

epilepsies may be acutely treatable. It is key therefore to understand whether novel 

pathways have an input into mTORC  signalling, and if dysfunction also leads to 

epileptogenesis. One such pathway that was recently discovered was a novel 

signalling arch involving mTORC  and a Class II PI K known as PI KC β. 

 

. .  PI KC β inhibits mTORC  activity under low growth factor 

signalling 

A recent knockdown study of PI KC β showed that upon loss of the PI K, 

there is an increase in the phosphorylation of S K at the Thr  residue, a common 

target of active mTORC  (Holz & Blenis, ; Marat et al., ; Rosner et al., 

). Furthermore, loss of PI KC β led to an increase in cell size and lysosomal 

movement from a central to a peripheral location in the cell which indicates a 

decrease in autophagy and an increase in mTORC  activity. Pulldown assays of the 
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N-terminal region of PI KC β followed by mass spectrometry revealed a direct 

interaction with the Raptor subunit of mTORC , as well as mTOR itself, and live 

cell imaging of fluorescently tagged PI KC β demonstrated that it associates with 

lysosomal compartments upon nutrient starvation. These data suggest that 

PI KC β acts as a repressor of mTORC  in a low nutrient/growth factor 

environment. Interestingly, Akt signalling was unaffected by PI KC β loss and 

inhibition of AMPK did not affect PI KC β interactions with mTORC , ruling out 

involvement of the two best known pathways of mTORC  activation/inhibition, 

suggesting PI KC β inhibition of mTORC  is activated by an undescribed pathway. 

Consistent with the other Class II PI Ks, it was demonstrated that the 

preferred substrate for PI KC β is PI P, generating PI( , )P , and that PI KC β 

produces it during cell starvation. Loss of PI KC β resulted in a subsequent loss in 

- -  proteins at the lysosome and a decrease in - - γ interaction to Raptor, a 

known inhibitor of mTORC  function (Gwinn et al., ), and these deficits were 

rescued upon exogenous PI( , )P  administration (Marat et al., ).  

Figure : PI( , )P  mTORC  inhibition by PI KC β. Under high growth 
factor signalling mTORC  activates PKN  which then phosphorylates PI KC β 
leading to - -  protein mediated dimerization, and sequestration in the 
cytosol. In the absence of growth factors, PI KC β is recruited to the lysosome 
by RAB , leading to PI( , )P  production which recruits - - γ to the 
lysosome, inhibiting mTORC  (Wallroth et al., ). 
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In a second study, a SILAC-based mass-spectrometry screen for interaction 

partners of PI KC β was performed under growth factor abundant and starved 

conditions. (Wallroth et al., ). Under growth factor abundance, PI KC β was 

shown to interact with - -  proteins, and pull downs of - - β against fragments 

of PI KC β suggested interactions in the same region where PI KC β binds to 

Raptor, in particular phosphorylated Thr , thus blocking this action in fed 

conditions. A further screening found that this residue is phosphorylated by the 

two PKC-related serine/threonine-protein kinases N /  (PKN / ), and loss of 

PKN /  led to increased PI KC β-Raptor interaction. It was then shown that loss 

of PKN , but not PKN  resulted in PI KC β association with the lysosome and 

increased PI( , )P , but interestingly could be rescued by loss of late 

endosome/lysosome bound small GTPase Rab . An interaction between PI KC β 

and Rab  was found and it was suggested this is required for PI KC β recruitment 

to the lysosome. Finally, the study demonstrated that mTORC  phosphorylates 

PKN , and inhibition of mTORC  results in a loss of PKN  interaction to PI KC β 

thus linking upstream growth factor stimulation to PI KC β inhibition (Wallroth 

et al., ). These studies identified a new pathway for mTORC  inhibition and 

demonstrated a new role for PI KC β (Figure ).  
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.  Aims of the study 

The Class II PI Ks PI KC α and PI KC β have been shown to have key roles 

in endocytosis and control of growth signalling. Both of these processes are vital 

to maintaining neuronal signalling and brain function. 

At the presynapse, endocytosis is critical for the maintenance of synaptic 

vesicles and the release machinery to ensure reliable neurotransmitter release. At 

the postsynapse, the same pathways that control growth in immortalised cells are 

required for synaptic survival/pruning, memory formation, and synaptic 

maintenance via removal of defective receptors or protein translation. 

This study aims to assess how Class II PI Ks influence synaptic signalling. 

Furthermore, we aim to elucidate whether dysfunction of these kinases results in 

neuronal pathology in animal models, focussing on epileptogenesis translatable to 

human disease. 
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 Materials and Methods 

.  Materials 

. .  Chemicals and consumables 

Unless otherwise stated, chemicals were obtained from Carl Roth, Life 

Technologies, Merck, Sigma-Aldrich and Thermo Fisher. Likewise, consumables 

were purchased from B. Braun, Biozym, GE Healthcare, Greiner, Millipore, Sarstedt 

and Schott. 

. .  Buffers, media, and solutions 

All solutions were diluted in Milli-Q ultrapure water and pH adjusted with 

M HCl and NaOH unless otherwise stated. Where required, buffers were sterilized 

via autoclaving.  

Table : Solutions for molecular biology experiments 

Solution Composition 
Alkaline lysis buffer  mM NaOH  

.  mM EDTA 
pH   

Antibiotic stocks Ampicillin  mg/ml  
Kanamycin  mg/ml  

LB medium  % (w/v) Yeast extract  
.  % (w/v) NaCl  
.  % (w/v) Trypton  

pH .  
LB plates LB medium  

 g/l Agar-agar 
Neutralisation buffer  mM Tris-HCl 

pH  
x Orange G DNA loading dye  .  % (w/v) Orange G  

 % (v/v) Glycerol 
x Tris-Acetate-EDTA buffer 

(TAE) 
 mM Tris  
 mM Glacial acetic acid  

 mM EDTA  
pH .  – .  

x Tris-Borate-EDTA buffer (TBE)  mM EDTA  
 mM Tris  
 mM Boric acid 
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Table : Media and solutions for neuronal cell preparation and culture 

Solution Composition 
Basic medium for neuronal media 
preparation 

 x MEM  
 g/l Glucose  

 ml/l NaHCO   
 mg/l Transferrin 

Digestion solution  mM NaCl  
 mM KCl  
 mM Na HPO  

 mM Hepes  
pH .  

Dissociation solution HBSS (minus Ca + and Mg +) 
 mg/l NaHCO  
 mM MgSO   

 mM Hepes  
pH .  

Growth medium   x Basic medium  
 % (v/v) FCS 
.  mM L-glutamine  
 % (v/v) B -supplement 

 U/ml Penicillin  
 μg/ml Streptomycin 

Plating medium  x Basic medium  
 % (v/v) FCS  
.  mM L-glutamine  
 % (v/v) B -supplement  

 U/ml Penicillin  
 μg/ml Streptomycin 

Serum solution HBSS (minus Ca + and Mg +) 
% (v/v) Foetal calf serum (FCS) 
 U/ml Penicillin 
 µg/ml Streptomycin 

Washing solution HBSS (minus Ca + and Mg +) 
 U/ml Penicillin 
 µg/ml Streptomycin 
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Table : Buffers for live neuronal imaging 

Solution Composition 
 x Imaging stock .  M NaCl  

 mM KCl  
 mM KH PO   

 mM TES  
 mM NaHCO   
 mM Glucose  
 mM Na SO   

pH .  
Imaging buffer x Imaging stock 

 mM NaCl  
.  mM MgCl   
.  mM CaCl  

 µM APV  
 µM CNQX 

Unquenching buffer x Imaging stock 
 mM NH Cl  

.  mM MgCl   

.  mM CaCl  
 µM APV  
 µM CNQX 

 

Table : Solutions for immunofluorescent microscopy 

Solution Composition 
 Blocking buffer x PBS 

% (v/v) Normal goat serum (NGS) 
. % (v/v) Triton X-  (or Tween-  

where specified) 
 x PBS stock .  M NaCl  

 mM KCl  
 mM Na HPO 

  mM NaH PO   
pH .  

PFA fixative x PBS 
 % (w/v) paraformaldehyde (PFA)  
 % (w/v) sucrose  

pH .  
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Table : Solutions and buffers for immunohistochemistry 

Solution Composition 
Anaesthetic × PBS  

.  % (v/v) Ketamin  
.  % (v/v) Rompun 

Cryoprotection solution x PBS 
% or % (w/v) Sucrose 

Fixative solution x PBS 
 % (w/v) PFA 

Gelatine solution % Gelatine powder 
.  M Phosphate buffer (PB) % (v/v) .  M Na HPO  

% (v/v) .  M NaH PO  
 
NaH PO  is added until pH is .  

PB blocking buffer .  M PB 
% (v/v) NGS 

. % (v/v) Tween-  
Section storage solution .  M PB 

% (v/v) Glycerol 
% (v/v)DMSO 

 

Table : Solutions and buffers for biochemistry 

Solution Composition 
Brain homogenisation buffer  mM Tris, pH .  

 mM NaCl  
 % (v/v) Triton X-   

 % (v/v) Glycerol  
 mM PMSF  
. % (v/v) Protease inhibitor cocktail 

(PIC) 
 
If required  
 % phosphatase inhibitor cocktail   
 % phosphatase inhibitor cocktail  

 x Bradford reagent  g/l Coomassie G   
 ml  % H PO   
 ml ethanol 

Buffered sucrose solution  mM Hepes pH .  
 mM Sucrose 

 mM PMSF  
. % (v/v) PIC 

Cell lysis buffer  mM Hepes pH .   
 mM KCl  
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 mM MgCl   
 % (v/v) Triton X-   
 mM PMSF  
.  % (v/v) PIC 

 % phosphatase inhibitor cocktail   
 % phosphatase inhibitor cocktail  

Membrane blocking buffer % Licor Odyssey Blocking Buffer 
(TBS) 

Membrane staining buffer x TBS 
% (v/v) Licor Odyssey Blocking Buffer 

(TBS) 
Ponceau solution .  % (w/v) Ponceau-S  

 % (v/v) Acetic acid 
Ponceau destaining solution  % (v/v) Acetic acid 

x SDS sample buffer  % (v/v) Glycerol  
 % (w/v) SDS  
 % (v/v) β-Mercaptoethanol  

.  M Tris pH .  

.  % (w/v) Bromophenol blue  
x SDS separating gel buffer .  % (w/v) SDS  

.  M Tris pH .  
x SDS stacking gel buffer .  % (w/v) SDS  

.  M Tris pH .  
x TBS .  M Tris pH .   

.  M NaCl 
Wet transfer buffer  mM Tris  

 mM Glycine  
 % (v/v) MeOH for low kDA proteins 
 % (v/v) MeOH for high kDA proteins 
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Table : Buffers for electrophysiology and slice incubation experiments 

Solution Composition 
Artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF)  mM NaCl  

.  mM KCl  
.  mM NaH PO   

 mM NaHCO   
.  mM MgSO   
 mM CaCl   

 mM Glucose  
pH .  - .  
Osmolarity  
 
For slice incubation with inhibitors 
DMSO final concentration should be less 
than . % (v/v) 

Dissection ACSF .  mM KCl  
.  mM NaH PO   

 mM NaHCO   
.  mM MgSO   
 mM CaCl   

 mM Glucose 
 mM sucrose  

pH .  - .  
Osmolarity  

 

Table : Solutions for seizure experiments 

Solution Composition 
Kainic acid solution . % (w/v) NaCl 

.  mM Kainic acid 
Pentylenetetrazol (PTZ) solution . % (w/v) NaCl 

.  mM PTZ 
 

. .  Enzymes and kits  

For tail and ear biopsy genotyping was conducted with Taq DNA 

polymerase purchased from Bio&SELL.  

For small scale preparation of plasmid DNA from Escherichia coli (E. coli) 

grown overnight, NucleoSpin Plasmid Kit from Macherey-Nagel was used for 

purification. For large scale preparation of plasmid DNA for Neuronal transfection, 

NucleoBond Xtra Midi Endotoxin Free kit from Macherey-Nagel was used. 
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For transfection of primary hippocampal cultures with plasmid DNA via 

calcium phosphate transfection, the ProFection Mammalian Transfection kit was 

purchased from Promega and used as per the instructions within the kit. 

. .  Molecular weight standard markers 

For identification of polymerase chain reaction (PCR) fragments for mouse 

genotyping, FastLoad  bp DNA Ladder was purchased from SERVA 

Electrophoresis GmbH.  

For identification of protein weight during protein electrophoresis and 

immunoblotting, PageRuler Prestained Protein Ladder ( -  kDa) was used from 

Thermo Scientific. 

. .  Synthetic DNA oligonucleotides 

DNA oligonucleotides used as primers in genotyping PCR were obtained 

from BioTeZ Berlin-Buch GmbH and dissolved to a  µM stock concentration in 

nuclease-free, autoclaved water from Roth. This is diluted again to  µM for use 

in genotyping PCR.  

Table : Primer sequences for genotyping mouse biopsies 

Genotype Primer Sequence- ’ to ’ Size of 
product 

Cre 
recombinase 

TM  
 
TM   

CCGGGCTGCCACGACCAA 
 
GGCGCGGCAACACCATTTTT 

 bp 

PI K-C α Pi kc a 
FW  
 
Pi kc a 
Rev  

AGTCCCAAATGAGCTTGCTCTCTTC 
 
 
ACGTAGTAGCACCCCACAAGC 

wt: bp 
lox: bp 

PI K-C ß 
Wild Type 

c ßlox  
 
c ßlox  

TGTTAGAACCTGCCGCCTTTAC 
 
CCGAATCAGCCTCATTTCCTCTC 

 bp 

PI K-C ß 
Null 

c ß null-
  

                                    
c ß null-

 

GGCACACACTAACCACAGCACC 
 
 
TCGATGCACGTCTCTCCGC 

 bp 
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. .  Plasmid Vectors 

All plasmid DNA was prepared using kits previously described. All were 

diluted to  µg/µl and stored at - °C. 

Table : Plasmid DNA constructs for recombinant protein expression  

Construct Backbone Promoter Tag Antibiotic Source 
Syp-
pHluorin 

pcDNA .  Synapsin-  pHluorin Ampicillin L. Lagnado 

Syt -
mCherry 

pmCherry-C CMV mCherry Kanamycin N Kaempf 

Syt -
pHluorin 

pcDNA .  Synapsin-  pHluorin Ampicillin M. Wienisch 
(Wienisch 
and Klingauf, 

) 

 

. .  Antibodies 

All primary and secondary antibodies in this study were stored at either -

°C or °C as specified by the manufacturer for long term storage. Unless 

specified antibodies were diluted with  % (v/v) glycerol to prevent freeze thaw 

damage, otherwise were aliquoted into single use volumes. As such all dilutions 

are specific to the diluted glycerol stock or single use aliquot. 
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Table : List of primary antibodies 

* Indicates undiluted single use aliquot, + indicates Tween-  permeabilization 

Antigen Host 
species 

Dilution 
WB 

Dilution 
ICC 

Dilution 
IHC 

Source Catalogue 
number 

Actin Mouse :  - - Sigma-
Aldrich 

A  

GAPDH Mouse :  - - Sigma-
Aldrich 

G  

Gephyrin Guinea 
Pig 

- : * : * Synaptic 
Systems 

  

GluR  Mouse :  - - Millipore MAB  

Homer  Rabbit :  - - Synaptic 
Systems 

 

Kv .  Mouse :  - - Antibodies 
Incorporated 

-  

Kv .  Mouse :  - - Antibodies 
Incorporated 

- -  

MAP  Mouse - :  :  Sigma-
Aldrich 

M  

mTOR Rabbit :    Cell 
Signaling 

C  

Parvalbumin Mouse - :  :  SWANT 
(acris) 

 

P  S  Kinase Rabbit :  - - Cell 
Signaling 

 

Phospho-
mTOR 
Ser  

Rabbit :  - - Cell 
Signaling 

 

Phospho-P  
S  Kinase T  

Rabbit  :  - - Cell 
Signaling 
 

 

Phospho-S  
Ribosomal 
Protein 
(Ser / ) 

Rabbit : * : *+ : *+ Cell 
Signaling 

 

PI KC α Mouse :  - - BD 
transduction 
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PI KC β Mouse :  - - BD 
transduction 

 

PSD  Mouse :  :  : + Synaptic 
Systems 

  

Rab  Rabbit :  - - Cell 
Signaling 

 

S  Ribosomal 
Protein 

Mouse : * - - Cell 
Signaling 

 

Somatostatin-
 

Guinea 
Pig 

- : * : * Synaptic 
Systems 

  

Synaptophysin Rabbit - :  - Synaptic 
Systems 

 

Synaptotagmin 
 

Mouse :  :  - Synaptic 
Systems 

  

vGAT-  Mouse - - :  Synaptic 
Systems 

 C  

vGLUT Rabbit :  - : + Synaptic 
Systems 
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Table : List of secondary antibodies 

* Indicates undiluted single use aliquot 

Antigen Host 
species 

Fluorophore Dilution 
WB 

Dilution 
ICC/IHC 

Source Catalogue 
number 

Guinea 
Pig IgG 

Goat AlexaFluor  - :  Life 
technologies 

A  

Mouse 
IgG 

Goat AlexaFluor  - :  Life 
technologies 

A-  

Mouse 
IgG 

Goat AlexaFluor  - :  Life 
technologies 

A-  

Mouse 
IgG 

Goat AlexaFluor  - :  Life 
technologies 

A-  

Mouse 
IgM 

Goat AlexaFluor  - :  Life 
technologies 

A-  

Rabbit 
IgG 

Goat AlexaFluor  - :  Life 
technologies 

A-  

Rabbit 
IgG 

Goat AlexaFluor  - :  Life 
technologies 

A-  

Rabbit 
IgG 

Goat AlexaFluor  - :  Life 
technologies 

A  

Guinea 
Pig IgG 

Donkey IRDye CW :  - LI-COR -  

Mouse 
IgG 

Goat IRDye CW :  - LI-COR -  

Mouse 
IgG 

Goat IRDye RD :  - LI-COR -  

Rabbit 
IgG 

Goat IRDye CW :  - LI-COR -  

Rabbit 
IgG 

Goat IRDye RD :  - LI-COR -  
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. .  Bacterial strains 

Chemically competent Escherichia coli (E. coli) from the strain TOP  

(Invitrogen) were used for the storage and amplification of plasmid DNA. For long 

term storage of plasmid DNA libraries, the TOP  bacteria were suspended in a 

% (v/v) glycerol solution and stored at - °C. 

. .  Mouse strains 

The Pi KC αFl/Fl mice come from a C BL/ J background and had loxP sites 

inserted to flank exon  for Cre-mediated recombination. These mice were 

originally generated by EUCOMM (European Conditional Mouse Mutagenesis 

Project). Cre recombination interferes with transcription leading to a loss of the 

protein. These mice were kindly given to us by Prof. Dr. Emilio Hirsch (MBC 

Turin). 

For inducible knockout in primary hippocampal cultures Pi KC αFl/Fl mice 

were crossed with Cre-ERTM from a C BL/ J background (from now on called 

Pi KC α-CAG). This mouse line ubiquitously expresses a fusion protein consisting 

of Cre recombinase and a modified ligand-binding domain of estrogen receptor, 

which has high specificity to tamoxifen (S. Hayashi & McMahon, ; Metzger & 

Chambon, ). In absence of tamoxifen Cre-ER is confined to the cytosol, 

however upon tamoxifen binding it is shuttled into the nucleus where 

recombination can occur. 

For a forebrain specific knockout Pi KC αFl/Fl mice were crossed with an 

EMX-Cre line from a C BL/  background, which expresses Cre recombinase from 

the EMX  locus (Iwasato et al., ). This line has been shown to have Cre 

recombinase expression in a high percentage of neurons of the cortex and 

hippocampus.  

The Pi KC β(-/-) line were originally generated by insertion of loxP sites 

flanking exons -  (Harada et al., ). This line was crossed with a line with 

ubiquitously expressed Cre recombinase, which resulted in germline deletion. 

These mice were purchased from Charles River Italy and crossed with C BL/ J 

mice to generate heterozygotes for breeding purposes.  
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All mice were cohoused in individually ventilated cages with water and food 

supplied ad libitum. Cage enrichment was provided, and lighting was controlled 

on a twelve-hour night day cycle. All experiments and breeding schemes were 

approved by the ethics committee from the Landesamt für Gesundheit und 

Soziales (LAGeSo) Berlin. The severity of experiments and mouse lines was 

monitored throughout the project. 

. .  Software 

Table : List of software 

Software 
name 

Source Application 

Adobe 
Photoshop CS  

Adobe Preparation of figures 

ApE Jorgensen laboratory, 
University of Utah 

Primer design, DNA Plasmid 
mapping 

Fiji Online open source 
(https://fiji.sc/) 

Image analysis, figure preparation 
and macro writing 

GeneSys Syngene DNA electrophoresis gel imaging 
Graphpad Prism 

 
Graphpad Statistical analysis and graph 

preparation 
Image Studio 
Lite  
 

Licor Western Blot imaging and analysis 

InstarVision Instar IP camera control for animal 
monitoring 

Micromanager 
(μManager) 

Online open source 
(https://micro-manager.org/) 

Control of epifluorescence 
microscope 

Office  Microsoft Statistical analysis, graph 
preparation, text generation and 
presentations 

Patchmaster HEKA Electronics Electrophysiological recordings 
and stimulation management 

PDFescape 
Desktop 

PDFescape PDF file editing 

PyRAT Animal 
Facility Software 

Scionics Computer Innovation Animal management 

SigmaPlot  Systat Software Data analysis and graph 
preparation 

Volocity v . .   Perkin Elmer  Control of spinning disk confocal 
microscope 

ZEISS Zen ZEISS Group Control of laser scanning 
microscope 
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.  Molecular Biology Methods 

. .  Genotyping of transgenic mice 

To determine whether the desired alleles were present in mice, genomic 

DNA was acquired from either tail or phalanx biopsies in the case of neonates, or 

from ear biopsies from adult mice. Biopsies were incubated at °C in Alkaline lysis 

buffer (  µl for tail and phalanx,  µl for ear) for  hour before inactivation with 

equal volume of Neutralisation buffer. To amplify the quantity of DNA, PCR was 

conducted immediately after inactivation of lysis to prevent DNA degradation. 

Positive controls in the form of wild type and mutant alleles were included to 

demonstrate the PCR worked as expected, and water as a negative control to 

demonstrate the PCR mix was free of contamination. 

Table : Reaction mix for genotyping PCRs 

Component Composition 
x Taq Buffer x 

MgCl   mM 
dNTPs  µM each 
Primers  nM each 

x Orange G DNA loading dye x 
Template DNA  –  µl 
Taq Polymerase  units 
Nuclease free water Up to  µl 

 

Table : PCR programs for genotyping transgenic mice 

Step Cre Pi KC α Pi KC β WT Pi KC β Null 

. Start °C  min °C  min °C  min °C  min 

. Denaturation °C s °C s °C s °C s 

. Annealing °C s °C s °C s °C s 

. Elongation °C s °C s °C  min °C  min 

. End °C  min °C  min °C  min °C  min 

. Store °C °C °C °C 

Steps  –  were repeated for  cycle 
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. .  Agarose gel electrophoresis 

For DNA fragment identification during mouse genotyping, agarose gel 

electrophoresis was used. Agarose powder was dissolved % (w/v) in x TAE buffer, 

heated in a microwave, while gently agitating every  seconds -  minute to 

prevent superheating. Ethidium bromide was then added to a concentration of 

ng/ml, loading combs added and allowed to cool in a fume hood. The gel was 

then placed into an electrophoresis chamber, covered with x TAE buffer and 

combs removed. FastLoad  bp DNA Ladder was added in the first well of each 

row as a reference, then all reaction mix from each genotyping PCR. The 

electrophoresis was then performed by applying V/cm electrode distance for  

minutes. The gel was then imaged under UV in a Syngene G Box to detect ethidium 

bromide intercalated DNA. Detected bands were checked against the reference 

ladder to see if desired fragment sizes were detected (see Table ). 

. .  Amplification of plasmid DNA using E. coli 

To amplify plasmid DNA,  –  µl of bacterial glycerol stock was added to 

a midi culture of  -  ml of LB media with the appropriate selection antibiotic 

using bench aseptic technique. These cultures were incubated in a bacterial shaker 

overnight at °C at  rpm in a  ml conical flask.  

. .  Purification of plasmid DNA from E. coli cultures 

After overnight incubation, midi cultures were centrifuged at °C,  rcf 

for  minutes. From this step forwards DNA was prepared using the NucleoBond® 

Xtra endotoxin free (EF) plasmid purification kit (Macherey-Nagel), all incubation 

time and centrifugation speeds were as recommended by the manufacturer. Cells 

were lysed in an alkaline SDS buffer followed by centrifugation to remove cell 

debris while leaving plasmid DNA in the supernatant. DNA is bound to a silica 

membrane and washed several times to remove remnant proteins and, 

importantly, endotoxin. Endotoxins are lipopolysaccharides that are plentiful in 

the outer membrane of Gram-negative bacteria, and have been shown to have 

effects on In Vitro cultures (C. Kim et al., ).  
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Once thoroughly washed, DNA is eluted, then precipitated in isopropanol 

and ethanol, dried and resuspended in -  µl ultrapure water. Concentration 

of DNA, and protein contaminants was then determined with a NanoDrop ND-

 (Peqlab) according to the Lambert-Beer law (Barker ). 

 

.  Cell Biology Methods 

. .  Preparation of primary hippocampal cultures 

Glass coverslips (  mm for immunofluorescence,  mm for live imaging) 

were acid washed in  M HCl for  hours in ceramic staining racks, rinsed three 

times with distilled water and washed in acetone for  hours. Finally, the 

coverslips are washed for  hours in % (v/v) ethanol, dried and stored in a 

sterile petri dish for use. On the day of use, the coverslips were coated with  – 

 µl (respective of coverslip diameter)  µg/ml Poly-L-Lysin (Biochrom). The 

coating was allowed to incubate at room temperature for  –  hours, washed three 

times with water and then allowed to dry for  minutes. Coverslips were placed in 

-well and -well sterile plates respectively. 

After genotyping,  -  littermates of each desired genotype were selected. 

The pups were taken at ages p  – p  and were sacrificed by decapitation, whole 

brains removed and placed in ice cold Serum solution. Tail biopsies were taken 

from each mouse to clarify genotype.  Brains were opened down the midline with 

forceps for easy separation of the hippocampi from their cortical and midbrain 

connections. Once the hippocampi are separated, any remnant cortical tissue or 

meningeal projections are removed. Hippocampi are transferred to fresh Serum 

solution and cut into  –  equal sized pieces along the coronal axis. The pieces are 

transferred to a  ml falcon, washed twice with serum solution and twice with 

washing solution. 

To digest the tissue,  mg/ml Trypsin (Sigma) and  U/ml DNase (Sigma) 

were dissolved in digestion solution and passed through a .  µm syringe filter 

(Roth), then  ml was added to each genotype, which were transferred to cm 

dishes and incubated at °C for  minutes. Hippocampi were transferred back to 
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 ml falcons, washed twice with Serum solution to inactivate trypsin then twice 

with Washing solution. For dissociation,  U/ml DNase was dissolved in 

Dissociation solution and  ml added to each genotype. The hippocampi were then 

triturated, first with a P  micropipette  –  times, then with a P  

micropipette  times. The cells were then centrifuged at °C,  rcf for  

minutes. Dissociation solution was aspirated, and the pellet resuspended in  – 

 µl of plating media. Cells were counted using a Haemocytometer (Neubauer) 

and concentration adjusted to  cells/ µl and plated ,  cells or ,  

cells on coverslips respective of coverslip size.  

The plates were then incubated in a New Brunswick Galaxy  S incubator 

at °C, % CO  for  hour to facilitate cell attachment, then  -  ml per well (for 

 or  well plates respectively) of plating media was then added and the plates 

were placed back in the incubator. For Pi KC αFl/Fl x Cre-ERTM,  nM Tamoxifen 

was diluted in the plating media of both Cre positive and negative genotypes. 

Feeding occurred on Day In Vitro (DIV)  and . On DIV  half the volume 

of each well was removed and replaced with equal volume Growth medium 

containing  µM β-D-arabinofuranoside (AraC, Sigma) and where applicable  

nM Tamoxifen. On DIV , .  -  ml was added per well (for  or  well plates 

respectively) of growth medium containing  µM AraC, and where applicable  

nM Tamoxifen. AraC is a proliferation inhibitor that was used to prevent 

overgrowth of astrocytes.  

. .  Preparation of primary cortical cultures 

Preparation of cortical cultures was required for gathering sufficient 

material for western blot assays. All steps are the same as primary hippocampal 

neuron preparation, apart from these subsequent modifications to the protocols.  

Instead of coverslips,  cm sterile culture dishes were coated with  ml 

 μg/ml poly-L-ornithine (Sigma). These were incubated at room temperature for 

at least  -  hours, washed three times with water and allowed to dry for  

minutes. Poly-L-ornithine coating has been shown to promote cortical neuron 

differentiation and aid culture viability (Ge et al., ).  
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During dissection the cortex was separated down the midline, hippocampi 

separated to be used in other experiments. Meningeal membranes were removed 

as well as midbrain, hypothalamus and olfactory bulbs. The cortices were each 

dissected into  –  roughly square pieces to aid Trypsin digestion. 

Preparation continues unchanged until cell counting, where cells are 

resuspended in  –  µl plating media. A one in ten dilution of the cell 

suspension was made to aid counting. The dilution was adjusted to  cells/µl 

and .  million cells were plated per  cm dish. Feeding is the same as one well of 

a -well plate of hippocampal neurons. 

. .  Calcium phosphate transfection of hippocampal neurons 

Primary hippocampal neurons were transfected between DIV  and DIV  

with endotoxin-free plasmid DNA (see purification of plasmid DNA) using the 

ProFection Mammalian Transfection System kit (Promega). Aliquots of the culture 

medium were taken and osmolarity readings taken. The osmolarity of Neurobasal 

A (NBA, Invitrogen) and HBSS (minus Ca + and Mg +, Invitrogen) were adjusted 

by adding D-Mannitol (Sigma) to match the average osmolarity of the culture 

medium aliquots. The NBA and HBSS were then equilibrated in the incubator for 

 minutes.  

The coverslips with primary hippocampal neurons were transferred from 

culture medium containing plates to plates containing  ml of equilibrated NBA. 

Both plates were placed in the incubator for  minutes. This starves the cells 

which is thought to promote endocytic uptake of DNA-Calcium Phosphate 

precipitates. During the starvation, the Transfection solution is prepared. Per well, 

 µg of plasmid DNA and  mM CaCl  were dissolved in nuclease free water to 

a final volume of  µl and then mixed :  with x Hepes. This is done by adding 

the DNA solution dropwise to the Hepes while vortexing at low speed. The mix is 

then incubated in the dark at room temperature for  minutes. Afterwards  

µl was added dropwise to each well of the plate containing neurons, spreading 

evenly across the well and placed into the incubator for -  minutes. After  

minutes the cells were checked under a light microscope to see if fine DNA-
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Calcium phosphate precipitates had settled on the neurons and then were washed 

three times with  ml of the equilibrated, osmolarity adjusted HBSS before 

transferring the coverslips back to their original culture medium wells. 

. .  Immunocytochemistry 

Primary hippocampal neurons were fixed on DIV  with  % (w/v) 

paraformaldehyde (PFA) and  % (w/v) sucrose for  min room temperature 

followed by three quick washes with PBS.  The cells were then permeabilised and 

blocked for  hour in Blocking buffer. Primary antibodies were then diluted (see 

Table ) in Blocking buffer and applied in  –  µl drops to parafilm stretched 

over a culture plate lid. Coverslips with plated neurons were then inverted onto 

the droplets, the plate lid surrounded with water and a plastic container placed 

over top to create a humidity chamber and incubated for one hour at room 

temperature. The coverslips were then washed three times with PBS and then 

incubated with secondary antibodies (see Table ) as described above for  

minutes at room temperature. Coverslips were washed three times and then 

mounted on microscope slides in Immu-Mount and dried in the dark at room 

temperature for  –  hours. Slides were then stored at °C.  

. .  Electrical stimulation of neuronal cultures for electron 

microscopy 

To detect clathrin intermediates, neurons were stimulated and fixed for 

transmission electron microscopy. DIV  primary hippocampal neurons were 

transferred to an imaging chamber with parallel stimulation electrodes (Warner 

Instruments) with °C osmolarity adjusted Imaging buffer. Postsynaptic receptors 

were blocked to prevent spontaneous neuronal activity with  μM APV (Abcam) 

and  μM CNQX (Sigma). The culture was stimulated by a  Hz,  mA current 

for  seconds. The cells were then transferred to a -well plate containing % (v/v) 

Glutaraldehyde (Sigma)  seconds after stimulation. The cells were fixed for  

minutes at room temperature, then washed three times with PBS before resin 

embedding and electron microscopy.  
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.  Histology Methods 

. .  Transcardial perfusion of mice for brain extraction 

To ensure proper fixation of the brains of adult mice, it was necessary to 

conduct perfusion. Fresh % (w/v) PFA in PBS pH .  was prepared on the day and 

filtered to remove solids. The PFA solution and fresh PBS were both cooled on ice 

prior to perfusion. Mice were weighed and were given terminal anaesthesia with 

an intraperitoneal injection of  µl/g of . % (v/v) Ketamine (Medistar) and 

. %(v/v) Xylazine (Medistar) diluted in PBS. Upon loss of pain reflex a small tail 

biopsy was taken for genotyping and the mouse was transferred to the perfusion 

chamber consisting of a cork board in a stainless-steel collection tray within a fume 

hood.  

The mouse was affixed to the board, and an incision was made at the base 

of the abdomen, up both sides of the abdomen, exposing the abdominal cavity and 

the base of the ribcage. The diaphragm was then opened, and incisions made on 

both sides of the rib cage. The abdominal wall and frontal ribcage were pinned 

above the head to expose the heart. A needle connected to a PeriStarPRO pump 

(WPI) was placed into the left ventricle, PBS perfusion started to maintain pressure 

and then the right atrium is severed rapidly. 

The mouse was then perfused with PBS at a rate of  ml/min until the liver 

is visibly drained of blood, then switched to PFA for  minutes. The skull was 

severed at the neck, opened up the midline to separate the skull plates and the 

nasal bone severed between the eyes to enable brain removal. The left and right 

hemispheres were separated and placed in PFA on a roller overnight at °C for post 

fixation. 

. .  Cryoprotection of brains 

To protect the tissue from ice crystal formation, brains were cryoprotected 

via sucrose gradient. After post fixation, PFA was exchanged for % sucrose (w/v) 

in PBS and placed back on a roller for -  hours until tissue sinks in the tube. 

Solution was then exchanged for % sucrose (w/v) in PBS and stored at - °C. 
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. .  Cryosectioning of brains 

One hemisphere was affixed to a Microm HM  Sliding Microtome 

(Thermo Scientific) by placing the central face of the hemisphere downwards, 

olfactory bulb facing the cutting blade, onto  –  cm  of  Tissue-Tek O.C.T (Sakura) 

and frozen to - °C to obtain sagittal sections. Stereological representative 

sampling principles were used while acquiring sections and the entire brain was 

sectioned:  series of  μm sections were acquired yielding -  hippocampus 

containing sections per series. Sections were placed in  ml Eppendorf tubes, 

suspended in Section storage solution and stored at - °C. 

. .  Fixation and sectioning of acute hippocampal slices 

Acute slices were prepared as described in the Electrophysiology section 

and incubated either with DMSO or  µM Rapamycin in the slice incubation 

chamber for  hours. Slices were then transferred to % (w/v) PFA, pH .  and 

stored at °C overnight. The comparable hippocampi were isolated away from the 

slices and then embedded in % (w/v) agarose dissolved in PBS. The sections were 

then resliced using a T  S Vibrating blade microtome (Leica) to yield  -   

μm sections per slice. 

. .  Preparation of gelatinized slides 

Microscope slides were gelatinized to aid with section mounting. Two days 

prior to mounting, Slides were immersed in °C Gelatine solution for s and 

then a clip affixed to the label portion of the slide to allow them to stand on their 

side, allowing excess gelatine drainage. Slides were allowed to dry for two days at 

room temperature before use. 

. .  Immunohistochemistry 

All incubation and washing steps were conducted on a Standard Model 

 shaker (VWR) at  rpm. 

After thawing, one series of sections were transferred to a -well plate (  

well per mouse), washed three times .  M Phosphate buffer (PB) for  min 

each, and then blocked and permeabilised in PB blocking buffer for  -  hours at 
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room temperature. Primary antibodies were dissolved in PB blocking buffer (see 

Table ),  μl added to each well and incubated at °C for two days. Sections 

were washed three times with PB blocking buffer,  min each at room 

temperature. Secondary antibodies were dissolved in PB blocking buffer (see Table 

),  μl added to each well and incubated at °C overnight. Sections were 

washed three times with PB blocking buffer,  min each at room temperature and 

then once with .  M PB for  min. Sections were then mounted in order in the 

same orientation on gelatinised slides, excess PB removed, and  μl 

VECTASHIELD Antifade Mounting Medium (Vector laboratories) added to each 

section. Coverslips were placed on top, sealed with nail varnish, and stored at °C. 

  

.  Light Microscopy Methods 

. .  Principles of fluorescence microscopy and Epifluorescence 

Fluorescence microscopy is a powerful technique to visualize cellular 

compartments, structural changes and molecules via fluorophore tagging. 

Fluorophores are molecules that have a high absorbance of a particular 

wavelength, which re-emit light at a longer wavelength. With careful selection of 

fluorophores with consideration to absorption-emission spectra, multiple 

fluorophores can be used in one sample to target multiple components. 

Generally, a bright light source is passed through an excitation filter to filter 

the desired wavelength or a single wavelength laser is used (Some other sources 

may also be used).  This light is reflected off a dichroic mirror and through an 

objective to illuminate the sample. The target fluorophore will absorb light and 

enter an excited energy state, and slowly returns to it ground state via vibrational 

energy relaxation. During this relaxation a photon of longer wavelength is emitted, 

can pass through the dichroic mirror and a secondary emission filter finally 

encountering a detector whereby it is recorded. This whole sample illumination 

method is known as Epifluorescence or Widefield microscopy. Due to its 

brightness and speed this method is used for live cell imaging. 
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Further adaptations can improve resolution, sample penetrance and 

remove background at the cost of sample illumination and speed. All microscopes 

were mounted on air tables to negate external vibrations. 

. .  Principles of confocal microscopy 

Confocal microscopy achieves a relatively high image resolution by exciting 

a much smaller portion of the sample and blocking out of focus background light. 

Excitation light from a laser is passed through a confocal pinhole, focussing light 

onto the dichroic mirror at a specific angle which when reflected onto the sample, 

focuses light onto a much narrower area. The re-emitted signal passes through the 

dichroic mirror, it encounters a secondary confocal pinhole which will focus light 

from the sample onto the detector while out of focus light is scattered (Jonkman & 

Brown, ). Two methods of confocal microscopy were used in the study: Laser 

scanning and spinning disk microscopy.  

. .  Laser scanning confocal microscopy 

A laser scanning microscope (LSM) is a high-resolution confocal 

microscope that relies on a single scanning beam. This uses the traditional confocal 

setup described above to have a highly focussed excitation beam illuminating a 

single point of the sample. This point is moved by movable mirrors known as 

galvanometers that shift the beam in the x and y plane. Theses mirrors are rotated 

so the beam can scan the entire sample within the field of view. Meanwhile a 

variable pinhole can be adjusted to prioritise either z-resolution or sample 

illumination. This type of microscopy provides high resolution imaging in x, y, and 

z planes at the expense of speed as accurate scanning is slow. This has in part been 

mitigated by the innovations of resonant galvanometers which increase scanning 

speed, and highly sensitive Gallium arsenide phosphide (GaAsP) detectors, which 

have enabled low photon imaging which allows simultaneous imaging of multiple 

fluorophores. In this study the LSM was used for imaging of immunohistochemical 

samples. The LSM used in this study was an LSM  (Zeiss) fitted with a -

Channel QUASAR Detection Unit (Zeiss) and a Definite Focus system for z-focus 

assistance (Zeiss). The controlling software was ZEISS Zen (Zeiss). 
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. .  Spinning disc confocal microscopy 

A spinning disk confocal microscope contains a large array of pinholes on 

Nipkow disks which can illuminate multiple points of a sample simultaneously. As 

the disk rotates light passes through different pinholes and is focussed onto other 

areas of the sample. This gives the spinning disk confocal the advantage of high 

speed of image acquisition, however the field of view is relatively small and out of 

focus light from multiple pinholes leads to poor z-resolution. This method of 

imaging was used for thin samples such as cultured neurons and was primarily 

used for speed and availability. The spinning disk microscope used in this study 

was an Axiovert  inverted microscope (Zeiss) fitted with an UltraView ERS 

spinning disk system (Perkin Elmer) and a C  EM-CCD camera (Hamamatsu). 

The software used was Volocity (Perkin Elmer). 

. .  Epifluorescent live-cell imaging of pHluorins 

During synaptic exo- and endocytosis the internal membrane of synaptic 

vesicles encounters changing pH depending on the stage of synaptic cycling. 

Vesicles are acidified by vATPase to create a high proton gradient which drives 

loading of neurotransmitter anions. This leads readily releasable vesicles to be pH 

. . Upon fusion with the active zone the vesicle lumen is exposed to the synaptic 

cleft which under physiological conditions is maintained at around pH .  – . , 

however small fluctuations occur during synaptic signalling (Chesler, ; 

Krishtal et al., ). After endocytosis, the internal endocytic membrane is 

shielded from the synaptic cleft and undergoes re-acidification to again facilitate 

neurotransmitter loading. This stage dependent pH change has been exploited via 

the development of a pH-sensitive GFP known as pHluorin (Miesenböck et al., 

). GFP fluorescence relies principally on a tripeptide: Ser , Thr , and Gly , 

known as SYG. In GFP, the backbone of SYG is cyclysed at the Ser  carbonyl group 

and the Gly amino group, and oxidation of the Cα-Cβ bond of Tyr  results in a 

fluorescent residue of SYG (Heim et al., ). This tripeptide is at the centre of a 

tight beta-barrel which occludes solvents and prevents protonation of Thr . 

However, in pHluorin several mutations make this barrel less staple and thus the 

Thr  residues susceptible to protonation, leading to fluorophore quenching. It 
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has been shown that the pKa of pHluorin is .  and its dynamic range is .  – .  

(Sankaranarayanan et al., ), making it a good monitor within the range of 

synaptic pH. Chimera proteins have been made, binding pHluorin to the luminal 

domains of various synaptic proteins, meaning they should be trafficked through 

exo-endocytosis. 

Hippocampal cultures were transfected with pHluorin constructs as 

described by Calcium phosphate transfection of hippocampal neurons, and on 

DIV  – DIV  were transferred to an imaging chamber with parallel stimulation 

electrodes (Warner Instruments) with °C osmolarity adjusted Imaging buffer. 

Postsynaptic receptors were blocked to prevent spontaneous neuronal activity 

with  μM APV (Abcam) and  μM CNQX (Sigma). Imaging occurred in a 

temperature-controlled container affixed to a Nikon Eclipse Ti epifluorescence 

microscope with an automatic stage controlled by MicroManager ImageJ plugin to 

control acquisition framerate and exposure time,  watt mercury lamp (Prior 

Scientific) and a mNeo sCMOS camera (Andor). All pHluorin experiments were 

imaged at a framerate of .  Hz, an exposure of  ms and pixel binning of a  x 

 frame. Where surface and total pHluorin level acquisition was required, an in-

house built perfusion/aspiration system was used for buffer exchange. 

. .  Stereological imaging of CA  region of the hippocampus 

Stereology allows for three-dimensional information to be extracted from 

two dimensional profiles. In stereological imaging, D images are taken at known 

z-intervals, and it requires representative sampling and an element of random 

sampling to form an unbiased quantitative estimate of the geometry of a structure. 

To conduct stereological imaging of the CA , sections were collected and processed 

as described in the Histology section and were imaged with the LSM  as it 

provides accurate xyz resolution and coordinates. 

To start, the border of the subiculum and the CA  of a slice was placed at 

the border of the frame of the x oil objective ( x  pixel image, 

. x .  µm, pinhole set for  µm z-acquisition). A dice was rolled, with the 

result defining the start position of image acquisition ( -  =  µm, -  =  µm -
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 =  µm away from subiculum) introducing random sampling. Two images 

were acquired with a z-separation of  µm, this distance allows the possibility for 

a nucleus to be observed in both images. The field of view was repositioned  

µm rostrally and a further z-stack taken. This was repeated until the border of CA -

CA  was reached whereby no further images were acquired. The process was 

repeated across all sections to achieve representative sampling of the entire 

structure.  

.  Image analysis 

All image analysis and regions of interest (ROIs) selection was conducted 

using Fiji opensource software. All macros were developed in the ImageJ Macro 

language, full scripts are provided in appendix. 

. .  Analysis of pHluorin time-lapse images 

Initially pHluorin recordings were passed through a quality control to assess 

the reliability of the culture. This was done by checking that at least  –  

synaptic boutons responded to the electrical stimuli. As many ROIs as available up 

to a maximum of  were selected from responding boutons. The Fiji plugin Time 

Series Analyser Version  was then run to record raw intensity values, which were 

saved as csv file for analysis in Microsoft excel.  

It is occasionally possible for dead neurons to display synaptic release but 

they do not conduct endocytosis, these boutons were removed from analysis and 

a mean fluorescence was calculated from all remaining boutons (F). For analysis of 

vesicle exocytosis the average fluorescence of the boutons pre-stimulus was taken 

to obtain F , and F was then divided by F  to generate a graph showing fold change 

from baseline (F/F ), and the peak of the graph was taken to calculate relative 

exocytosis (Fmax). For comparing endocytic rates F  was subtracted from F (ΔF). 

By dividing ΔF by peak fluorescence a normalised graph is generated (ΔF/F) where 

mean pre-stimulus baseline =  and peak fluorescence = . The endocytic time 

constant (τ) was calculated as the value of 𝑥 where 𝑦= 1/ℯ (ℯ= Euler's number).  

For experiments demonstrating the differential expression of 

Synaptotagmin  a secondary normalisation was used as the average fluorescence 
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from an ammonium chloride pulse (FAmmonia) in the calculation of ΔF/F. For 

these experiments endocytic time constant (τ) was calculated as the value of 𝑥 

where 𝑦= (Peak exocytic F)(1/ℯ). 

. .  Analysis of stereological images 

Images for stereological analysis were acquired as described in the 

Stereological imaging section. Three  µm square ROIs were placed at equal 

intervals along the structure using the DAPI channel for localisation. The counting 

of nuclei was conducted across both z-planes, any nuclei present in both images 

were counted only once, this provides an estimate of overall cell density. Then 

within the same ROI, the number of cells with the desired marker were also 

counted. Note that where a staining is diverse (E.g. phosphorylation level of S ), 

the brightness of the image was adjusted to a level which would only show the top 

% intense pixels in the control group and the settings then applied to all images.  

Each count was recorded and a mean was generated from the six counts per 

image, leading to an estimate of the number of cells within a x x  µm cube. 

This could then be converted into cells/mm . 

. .  Analysis of synapses via electron microscopy 

Cells were stimulated and processed as described in the previous section. 

Embedding and imaging was conducted by Dr. Dmytro Puchkov. Images of both 

stimulated and non-stimulated synapses were obtained. 

In non-stimulated neurons, the number of vesicles directly adjacent to the 

active zone were counted, and the length of the active zone measured to obtain an 

estimate of the readily releasable pool (vesicles/nM). For stimulated neurons the 

number of clathrin intermediates were normalised to the area of the bouton 

(vesicles/µm ).  
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.  Biochemical Methods 

. .  Preparation of cortical neuron lysates 

DIV  cortical cultures were washed once with PBS and then  µl of ice-

cold Cell lysis buffer was added to each plate. Cells were removed with a cell 

scraper and transferred to an .  ml Eppendorf tube. The cells were lysed on ice 

for  min, with brief vortexing every  min. The samples were then centrifuged at 

,  g in a Micro Star R Microcentrifuge (VWR) at °C for  min. The 

supernatant was transferred to a new Eppendorf, a sample taken for protein 

quantification, then SDS sample buffer was added and the samples were stored at 

- °C. 

. .  Preparation of mouse brain lysates 

Adult mouse brains were homogenised in  ml per gram of brain of Brain 

homogenisation buffer. The brain and buffer were placed in a tube and 

homogenised  times with a EUROSTAR power basic stirrer (IKA) at  rpm. 

The samples were placed on ice for  min and then centrifuged at ,  g in a 

Micro Star R Microcentrifuge (VWR) at °C for  min. The supernatant was 

transferred to a new Eppendorf and centrifugation repeated to remove any 

remnant debris. The supernatant was again transferred to a new Eppendorf, a 

sample taken for protein quantification, then SDS sample buffer was added and 

the samples were stored at - °C. 

. .  Preparation of crude synaptic vesicles (LP ) from mouse brains 

To obtain synaptic vesicles, subcellular fractionation was conducted. At 

each step,  –  µl aliquots were taken from each supernatant and pellet. To 

start,  –  mouse brains were placed in  ml ice cold Buffered sucrose solution 

and homogenised with  strokes of the EUROSTAR power basic stirrer at  rpm 

(Yielding H). A further  ml of buffered sucrose was added, and the mix was 

centrifuged in a Thermo Scientific Heraeus Megafuge R (Thermo Scientific) at 

 g, °C for  min (Yielding P  and S ). The supernatant was then recentrifuged 

in a SS-  fixed angle rotor (Thermo Scientific) using a Sorvall Evolution RC 

Superspeed Centrifuge (Thermo Scientific) at ,  g, °C for  min (Yielding P  
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and S ). The pellet (P ) is resuspended in  ml buffered sucrose solution and 

centrifuged in the same rotor and superspeed centrifuge at ,  g, °C for  min 

(Yielding P ’ and S ’). P ' is resuspended in  ml of Buffered sucrose solution,  

ml of ice-cold water added and homogenised with the power basic stirrer with five 

strokes at  rpm (yielding L). The lysate was transferred into a beaker 

containing  ml M HEPES pH . ,  ml PMSF and  µl PIC and kept on ice for 

 min. The mix is then centrifuged at ,  g, °C for  min (Yielding LP  and 

LS ). Centrifugation of LS  was repeated to remove any contaminants. LS  was 

transferred into Beckman hard plastic tubes, filled to top with buffered sucrose, 

with care taken to ensure complete rotor balance, and then centrifuged in a Type 

 Ti fixed-angle titanium rotor (Beckman Coulter) with a Optima MAX-XP 

ultracentrifuge (Beckman Coulter), g, °C for  hours (Yielding LS  and 

LP ). Finally LP  was resuspended in Brain homogenization buffer, homogenised 

with  strokes of the EUROSTAR power basic stirrer at  rpm, passed through 

a  gauge needle x and then stored in SDS sample buffer. 

 

. .  Protein quantification via Bradford assay 

By analysing the absorbance shift of Coomassie G-  (Thermo Fisher) 

within Bradford’s Reagent (Prepared x stock by Uwe Fink) in the presence of 

proteins it is possible to determine the protein concentration. Upon binding to 

proteins, Coomassie G- ’s absorbance changes from  to  nm. A 

calibration curve of  nm absorbance in presence of various protein 

concentrations was prepared by Uwe Fink using a BioPhotometer Plus 

(Eppendorf). Samples from cell lysates were diluted :  – :  in x Bradford’s 

Reagent and brain lysates at :  – : , , to a final volume of  ml. As a 

control,  μl of either cell lysis buffer or brain homogenisation buffer was added to 

 ml x Bradford’s Reagent. 

. .  SDS polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) 

To separate proteins by molecular weight, sodium dodecyl sulfate–

polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis was conducted. SDS is a surfactant with an 
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overall negative charge, which binds to proteins via hydrophobic interactions, 

interfering with secondary structure and thus denaturing the protein. This applies 

a broadly uniform negative charge to a protein regardless of protein length, 

meaning that the primary factor effecting mobility under electrophoresis is 

molecular weight of the protein. 

Gels were cast and run using the Mini-Protean Tetra Cell System (Bio-Rad), 

casting a  mm thick gel, with a  cm separating gel and a  cm stacking gel. 

Separating gels were made with  –  % ROTIPHORESE Gel  ( . : ) 

Acrylamide/Methylenebisacrylamide mix (Roth), depending on preference of 

protein weight seperation. A constant current of  -  mA was applied per gel. 

Table : SDS polyacrylamide gel composition 

Component  
% 

Separation 
% 

 
% 

Stacking 
% 

x SDS  
stacking gel  
buffer 

 
 

   
.  ml 

x SDS  
separating gel 
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.  ml 

 
.  ml 

 
.  ml 

 

 
MilliQ Water 
 

 
.  ml 

 
.  ml 

 
 ml 

 
.  ml  
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 ml 

 
 ml 

 
.  ml 

 
.  ml 

 % (w/v)  
Ammonium 
persulfate 

 
 μl 

 

 
 μl 

 

 
 μl 

 

 
.  μl 

 
TEMED 
 

 
.  μl 

 

 
.  μl 

 

 
.  μl 

 

 
.  μl 

 

. .  Immunoblotting 

To detect proteins, immunoblotting (known also as western blotting) was 

conducted. Wet transfer was performed in a Mini Trans-Blot tank (Biorad) to 

migrate proteins from the polyacrylamide gel to onto a nitrocellulose membrane 
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(GE Healthcare) via electroblotting. The gel and membrane were surrounded by 

three blotting papers and a sponge on each side. The whole stack was equilibrated 

in Wet transfer buffer while being assembled, with care taken to remove any 

bubbles during the process. Transfer was conducted at  V,  min at °C or 

overnight with  V at °C. 

Afterwards, the membrane was stained with Ponceau solution for  min at 

room temperature, followed by x  min washes in Ponceau destaining solution to 

assess the quality of the transfer and to cut the membrane. Ponceau was then 

completely removed with x  min washes with TBS followed by a  hour 

incubation with Odyssey Blocking Buffer in TBS (Licor). Primary antibodies were 

diluted as described in Table , diluted in TBS with % (v/v) Odyssey Blocking 

Buffer, and incubated with the membrane overnight at °C. The membranes were 

then washed x min at room temperature in TBS with .  % (v/v) Tween- . 

Secondary antibodies were diluted as described in Table , diluted in TBS with 

% (v/v) Odyssey Blocking Buffer and incubated with the membranes for  hour 

at room temperature. The membranes were washed x  min in TBS with .  % 

(v/v) Tween-  and then imaged using an Odyssey Fc Dual-Mode Imaging System 

(Licor). 

.  Electrophysiology 

. .  Preparation of acute sagittal slices for hippocampal field 

recordings 

Before dissection began  ml of Dissection ACSF (dACSF) and  l of ACSF 

were prepared. Half of the dACSF was placed at - °C,  -  min prior to 

dissection to have a slush ice constancy to aid slice survival. A BSC-PC slice 

incubation chamber (Warner Instruments) was filled with ACSF and constantly 

bubbled with a fine flow of % O  and % CO  gas mix. Liquid dACSF was added 

to the chamber attached to a VT S vibroslicer (Leica) and cooled down to + °C 

using a FL  freezer (Julabo).  

Mice were sacrificed by cervical dislocation followed by decapitation, skin 

removed from the head and incisions made down each side of the skull and down 
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the midline, and the nasal bone severed between the eyes. The skull was removed 

to expose the brain which is carefully removed and submerged fully in dACSF slush 

ice. From sacrifice to submersion must not take longer than  s to aid slice 

survival.  

The hemispheres were separated down the midline and affixed to a cutting 

disk by placing the central face of the hemisphere downwards on to fast setting 

glue. This was transferred to the vibroslicer,  μm slices acquired and transferred 

to the slice incubation chamber. Slices were rested for at least .  hours before 

beginning recordings. In the case of  µM Rapamycin treatment, slices were split 

into two chambers, one with Rapamycin and one with DMSO containing ACSF. 

Slices were transferred to a RC- L recording chamber (Warner Instruments) and 

perfused with a constant flow (  -  ml/min) of oxygenated ACSF. Slices were fixed 

with the slice anchor for RC- L chamber in place using a BX WI upright 

microscope (Olympus) with care not to apply pressure to the recording area. Glass 

electrodes were prepared using a P-  Micropipette Puller (Sutter Instrument), 

with resistances of  – .  MΩ and .  – .  MΩ for the stimulating and recording 

electrode respectively and filled with ACSF. Recordings were conducted using an 

EPC  amplifier (HEKA Electronics) under current clamp, at a sampling rate of  

kHz, low pass filtered at  kHz using Patchmaster software (HEKA Electronics) for 

stimulus control and analysis. The stimulating electrode was placed within the CA  

Schaffer collateral axons, and the recording electrode either within the CA  

Stratum pyramidale (conducted by Dr. Gaga Kochlamazashvili) or the CA  Stratum 

radiatum. Then,  μA test pulses were used to establish whether optimal electrode 

positioning had been achieved. Then  min recordings were taken with a single 

 μA pulse every  s to establish slice stability. All recordings in this study 

measure local field potentials: Excitatory postsynaptic potentials (fEPSPs) or 

population spikes (PSs). 

. .  Input-output recordings 

Once optimal electrode depth is reached and a stable baseline maintained, 

input-output measurements were recorded. This type of recording looks at the 

relative response within the recording area to a given intensity of fibre volley (FV) 
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from the stimulated area. This is done by stimulating the Schaffer collaterals with 

an increasing current from  –  μA, increasing in  μA increments until 

maximal response is reached. Each stimulus intensity was repeated  times with a 

s interval to create an average sweep. The point at which % and % of the 

maximum amplitude of response is achieved is noted for later stimulus paradigms. 

Curves are then calculated as amplitude fEPSP/amplitude FV. 

. .  Paired pulse recordings 

By applying  pulses in rapid succession and varying the time between 

pulses, it is possible to elucidate further information of the recording area. All 

paired pulse recordings were represented as percentage amplitude of the second 

pulse compared to the first.  

In stratum radiatum recordings, presynaptic facilitation was examined by 

varying the interpulse interval between  –  ms using a stimulus that elicits a 

response of % of the maximum (see above). The principle is that when pulses 

occur within a certain interval, Ca + is not fully cleared from the synapse, leading 

to a higher presynaptic calcium concentration upon the second pulse leading to 

higher vesicle fusion probability. This leads to increased neurotransmitter release, 

an increased chance of the postsynaptic action potential threshold being reached 

leading to a larger field response being observed (Castillo & Katz, ; Jianhua Xu 

et al., ). This method can be used as a broad estimate of release probability, 

as changes in response to the first pulse are detected in the facilitation of the 

second pulse at a given interval. 

During recordings within stratum pyramidale stimuli were also given with 

interpulse intervals of  –  ms, however in this case to examine the 

contribution of feedback inhibition a supramaximal stimulus of  µA was 

applied (Koo et al., ). During stimulation of Schaffer collaterals, the axons are 

not only synapsing onto Pyramidal neurons, but also onto interneurons which then 

form perisomatic synapses onto Pyramidal neurons, this is known as feedforward 

inhibition. Secondly pyramidal neurons themselves synapse onto inhibitory cells 

of the stratum oriens which synapse back onto the soma and basal dendrites of the 
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Pyramidal neurons (Maccaferri, ), this is known as feedback inhibition. 

Feedback circuits lead to GABAergic inhibition at the stratum pyramidale which 

reduces the chance of action potential propagation of the second pulse if it occurs 

too soon after the first (Bartley & Dobrunz, ; Freund, ). This presents 

itself as a reduced PS in the second pulse. 

. .  Activity-dependent disinhibition 

To assess the possibility of epileptiform activity, stratum pyramidale 

recordings were subjected to a  Hz stimulus for  s (Koo et al., ). This results 

in a short-term hyperexcitability in the CA , via a temporary increase in 

glutamatergic signalling (B. Davies et al., ) and a complementary decrease in 

feed forward and feedback inhibition (Thompson & Gahwiler, ). Traces are 

represented as percentage increase of area under the curve of response to stimuli 

“n” compared to the first stimulus, and the number of slices exhibiting polyspiking 

activity was also recorded.  

. .  Long-term potentiation induction via theta-burst stimulation 

Long-term potentiation (LTP) is a prolonged strengthening of synaptic 

transmission induced by certain stimulus paradigms (Bliss & Gardner-Medwin, 

; Lømo, ). One highly effective stimulus paradigm is so called theta-burst 

stimulation (TBS), consisting of repetitive high frequency bursts of pulses which 

resemble physiological LTP inducing signals (Larson et al., ); with the optimal 

stimulus train thought to be  pulse  Hz bursts repeated at a rate of  Hz 

(Heckly & Dimmick, ). TBS induces LTP in a multistep manner, with bursts 

happening during time points where feedforward inhibition is undergoing 

recovery (C. H. Davies et al., ) and thus exerting maximum excitation on the 

postsynaptic neuron which is thought to lead to NMDA receptor currents which 

lead to LTP formation (Larson & Lynch, ). In field recordings LTP is seen as an 

increased amplitude of response to a given stimuli. In this study, in stratum 

radiatum recordings a % maximum stimulus was given every  s for  min as 

a baseline. Then TBS consisting of  bursts of  pulses at  Hz, repeated at a rate 

of  Hz, was applied  times at  s intervals. Finally, the same % maximum 

stimulus as before was applied every  s for  hour to record LTP.  
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.  Behavioural Studies 

All mouse studies were conducted in a quiet room with normal room 

lighting, experiments were performed between  -  pm with sex matched 

littermates. The order of mouse genotype recorded was alternated to ensure time 

of experiment was not a factor. New cages were used, and behaviour equipment 

cleaned between uses to prevent smell being a factor effecting experiments. An IN-

 HD infrared camera (Instar) was used to record experiments for later analysis. 

For seizure induction experiments, a second researcher (Prof. Dr. Tanja Maritzen) 

was always present to aid with drug administration, help with scoring the 

phenotypes and to ensure severity limit was not exceeded. 

. .  Home cage observation 

Initially, all mice were observed for  min recordings of their movement in 

the home cage to detect any aberrant behaviour such as compulsive jumping or 

seizures. In no genotype was an obvious phenotype observed.  

. .  Elevated plus maze 

As a measure of anxiety, mice were placed in the elevated plus maze (Ugo 

Basile). The mice were placed facing the corner of a closed arm and allowed to 

freely explore for  mins of observation. The number of times and overall time 

exploring the open arms was scored. 

. .  Seizure induction and scoring 

To test for genotype specific seizure susceptibility, several protocols were 

used. Experiments involving Kainic acid and Pentylenetetrazol (PTZ) were 

conducted at the FMP, Berlin and were approved by the Berlin LAGeSo (see mouse 

strains). Experiments involving Pilocarpine were conducted in collaboration by the 

group of Prof. Dr. Emilio Hirsch, UNITO, Turin and were approved by the Italian 

governing body. 

Drugs were dissolved in saline solution  hour before use as described in 

Table . The dose chosen was designed to elicit seizures in % of control animals; 

 mg/kg for Kainic acid (Bateup et al., ; Umpierre et al., ) and  mg/kg 
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for PTZ (Hentschke et al., ), which were injected intraperitoneally. Mice were 

then rapidly transferred to an empty home cage and behaviour was observed for 

up to  hours or until the first tonic-clonic seizure occurred. Mice were then 

sacrificed via cervical dislocation and a tail biopsy taken to clarify genotype. 
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 Results 

Though as previously described PI KC α and PI KC β have been shown to 

be present in brain homogenates, the location of the kinases within the neuron is 

still unknown. Current antibodies do not work in immunocytochemistry, so 

instead we conducted subcellular fractionation to detect a potential synaptic 

enrichment of the Class II PI Ks.  

Indeed, we found an enrichment of both PI KC α and PI KC β within 

synaptosomes (fraction P , P ´) and within the crude synaptic vesicle fraction 

(LP ) (Figure ), which opens the possibility of a role of these kinases in synaptic 

maintenance. Knowing their respective roles in CME and mTORC  signalling, we 

conducted two projects, the first focussing on PI KC α’s effect on vesicle cycling, 

the second on PI KC β/mTORC  synaptic maintenance and neuronal control. 

  

 

  

H P2 P1 S1 P2‘ LP1 LP2 

PI3KC2α  

CHC 

GM130 

Syt1 

PI3KC2β  

Figure : Enrichment of Class II PI Ks at synaptic membranes. 
Fractionation from whole wildtype mouse brains (  μg protein per lane; n=  
independent experiments). Both PI KC α and PI KC β are enriched within 
synaptosomes (P , P ’) and furthermore within small synaptic compartments 
(LP ), compared to homogenate (H) and nuclear membranes (P ). PI KC α 
also appears to have some enrichment within smaller somal membranes (S ) 
Control for soma compartment (GM ). Positive control for synaptic 
membranes (Syt ). Positive control for Clathrin coated vesicles (CHC).  
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.  PI KC α and Synaptic Endocytosis 

. .  Effective deletion of PI KC α in primary hippocampal neurons 

and in mouse forebrain 

As constitutive knockout of PI KC α is embryonically lethal in mice 

(Yoshioka et al., ), and unpublished work kindly provided by Prof. Dr. Emilio 

Hirsch (Molecular Biotechnology Centre, Turin, Italy) suggests that deletion in 

adult mice is also lethal in a manner independent of brain function, it was 

necessary to create conditional mouse lines to study neuronal roles of PI KC α. A 

previously generated “floxed” PI KC α (Pi KC αFl/Fl, (Franco et al., )) was 

kindly provided to us by Prof. Dr. Emilio Hirsch. These mice have loxP insertions 

flanking exon  of PI KC α. The loxP sites are recognised by Cre-recombinase, 

which excises exon  from the genome resulting in termination of gene 

transcription. We created two mouse lines to either conditionally knockout 

PI KC α in the forebrain during neuronal differentiation (Pi KC αFl/Fl-EMX) or 

globally upon tamoxifen administration (Pi KC αFl/Fl x Cre-ERTM).  

For tamoxifen inducible Cre recombination, Pi KC αFl/Fl were crossed with 

Cre-ERTM and mice from the st and nd generation were re-crossed until only 

offspring with homozygous floxed Pi KC α were present and Cre was only present 

in one parent (Figure A). Offspring with the Cre allele express a chimera protein 

consisting of Cre recombinase and a modified ligand-binding domain of estrogen 

receptor with high tamoxifen affinity, which under steady state is sequestered in 

the cytosol. Only upon binding to the estrogen receptor antagonist tamoxifen, the 

nuclear location sequence (NLS) is exposed, and trafficking into the nucleus occurs 

(Figure B). This allowed for Cre recombination to be conducted in a time 

dependent manner within primary hippocampal cultures. Low dose tamoxifen 

treatment of .  µM was shown to be sufficient for complete loss of PI KC α in 

as little as  days (Figure C & D, performed by Dr. Natalie Kaempf). 
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Figure : Tamoxifen mediated loss of PI KC α. (A) Breeding scheme for 
efficient generation of Cre positive and negative mice in a single breeding. (B) 
Visualisation of Tamoxifen inducible Cre. Tamoxifen binding to Estrogen 
receptor-Cre results in conformational change in chimera protein, exposing the 
NLS, leading to nuclear translocation which allows recombination. (C & D) Low 
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For forebrain specific deletion, Pi KC αFl/Fl were crossed with an Emx -Cre 

line, which expresses Cre recombinase from the Emx  locus (Iwasato et al., ). 

Emx  is expressed by neural stem cells of the developing hippocampus and cortex. 

Mice heterozygous for floxed Pi KC α were bred together, with one parent 

heterozygous for Emx -Cre so WT, HET and KO offspring were possible within a 

single breeding (Figure A). Mice were born at mendelian ratios (Figure B) and 

passed a general health screen (Not shown). During postnatal development to 

adulthood all genotype weights were comparable (Figure C). Adult mice were 

sacrificed and loss of PI KC α was confirmed in Hippocampal and Cortical lysates 

(Figure D). 

Creation of these two lines allowed for assessment of acute PI KC α loss in 

vitro and for prolonged loss in vivo.  

concentration Tamoxifen induction is sufficient for complete deletion of 
PI KC α in cultured cortical neurons. .  μM incubation when applied as late 
as DIV  leads to efficient knockout of PI KC α as detected via western blot in 
lysates at DIV  (  μg protein per lane n=  independent experiments, 
conducted by Dr. Natalie Kaempf). 
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. .  Deletion of PI KC α in forebrain does not affect behaviour or 

synaptic transmission 

Impaired endocytosis at the synapse has been implicated in several diseases 

previously, including epilepsy, Parkinson’s disease and neurodegeneration 

(Dhindsa et al., ; Kyung et al., ; Medeiros et al., ). To assess the 

Figure : Forebrain loss of PI KC α. (A) Breeding scheme for efficient 
generation of Cre positive and negative mice in a single breeding. (B) Genotype 
ratios of mice born are within expected mendelian ratios (N=  mice) (C) Mice 
of all genotypes show no significant change in weight to adulthood (One-way 
ANOVA N=  mice). (D) Cortex and hippocampus lysates of  week old mice 
show efficient deletion of PI KC α (n=  mice). 
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presence of such phenotypes in our Pi KC αFl/Fl x Emx -Cre mouse line, we 

conducted behavioural and electrophysiological assays. During home cage 

assessments no control or knockout mice showed any signs of epileptogenesis or 

movement disorders (not shown), nor were seizures evoked by tail suspension 

(Figure A) as seen in previous synaptic endocytosis studies (Koo et al., ). 

Anxiety was tested using the elevated plus maze behavioural test, no difference 

was detected in the number of entries to the open arms nor the time spent on open 

arms (Figure B). Field electrophysiological recordings in the stratum radiatum 

provided by Dr. Gaga Kochlamazashvili  showed no differences in Input-Output 

measurements, or in paired pulse ratio, suggesting broadly normal synaptic 

signalling withing the CA -CA , and no defects in LTP formation.  
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Figure : Pi KC αFl/Fl x Emx -Cre have normal behaviour(A) PI KC α 
knockout mice show normal response to tail suspension test, with no seizures 
observed or muscle limpness. (B) No change in elevated plus maze open arm 
entries or dwell time (Two-Tailed student´s t-Test, N=  Control and  Knockout 
mice).  
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. .  Increased Synaptotagmin  expression after PI KC α loss 

To examine whether in neurons PI KC α played a similar role in 

endocytosis, as seen in other models (Posor et al., ), we overexpressed Syt -

pHluorin in primary hippocampal cultures of Pi KC αFl/Fl x Cre-ERTM and imaged 

at DIV . Syt  is present on synaptic vesicles and under physiological conditions 

copy number per synaptic vesicle is tightly regulated (Takamori et al., ). Upon 

electrical stimulation of  Hz for  s, no apparent change in endocytic speed upon 

PI KC α loss was observed (Figure A), but instead a significant increase in 

apparent exocytosis, due to an increased peak fluorescence post stimulus caused 

by more exposure of Syt -pH to the neutral pH of the extracellular imaging buffer  

(Figure B). We then conducted the same paradigm with a different marker, 

Synaptophysin -pHluorin (Syp-pH). Synaptophysins are transmembrane proteins 

with high abundance exclusively at synaptic vesicles (Takamori et al., ), and 

have been proposed to aid endocytic efficiency by clustering other vesicle proteins 

such as Synaptobrevin (Adams et al., ; Kwon & Chapman, ). But in the case 

of Syp-pH, no change in endocytic rate nor in apparent exocytosis were observed 

(Figure A & B).  

This divergence of reporters suggested that the apparent increase of 

exocytosis could be an artifact concerning the overexpression of Syt -pH. Either 

the loss of  PI KC α leads to post-translational modifications leading to changes 

in vesicle release probability, or alternatively the same effect could be seen by 

changes in Syt -pH copy number per vesicle resulting in higher fluorescence per 

vesicle released. To rule out the first possibility, Syt -mCherry was co-expressed 

with Syp-pH and the same paradigm conducted. This did not cause an increase in 

exocytosis (Figure C), suggesting that the apparent exocytosis increase is an 

artefact specific to Syt -pH, and Syt  does not have altered release properties upon 

PI KC α deletion. 
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Figure : PI KC α loss leads to apparent increase in exocytosis of 
Synaptotagmin . (A) ΔF/F normalisation of Syt pH suggests no apparent 
endocytic defect in PI KC α knockout neurons (Paired t test P= .  n=  
paired experiments). (B) Instead, F/F  normalisation reveals a strong increase 
in apparent Syt pH exocytosis (Paired t test P= .  n=  paired experiments). 
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Figure : PI KC α loss does not affect Synaptophysin  exo-endocytosis. 
(A) ΔF/F normalisation of Syp pH suggests no endocytic defect in PI KC α 
knockout neurons (Paired t test P= .  n=  paired experiments). (B) F/F  
normalisation suggests no increase in Syp pH exocytosis (Paired t test P= .  
n=  paired experiments). (C) F/F  normalisation of PI KC α knockout neurons 
overexpressing Syt -mCherry and Syp pH does not show increased exocytosis 
(Paired t test P= .  n=  paired experiments).  
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One explanation for this apparent increase of exocytosis would be if changes 

in the abundance of Syt  were to occur. Syt  is trafficked to synaptic vesicles with 

high specificity (Mutch et al., ). In a context of an overabundance of Syt -

pHluorin upon PI KC α deletion, this could lead to a higher copy number per 

vesicle, which upon membrane fusion would lead to an increased fluorescence, 

thus to an apparent increase in exocytosis. To address this, we conducted an 

ammonium chloride (NH Cl) pulse to alkalize intracellular membrane 

compartments, thereby revealing the total pHluorin quantity (Roos & Boron, ; 

Sankaranarayanan et al., ). This confirmed that the total quantity of Syt -

pHluorin was increased in PI KC α knockout neurons (Figure ). 

 

 

Figure : Ammonium chloride unquenching reveals PI KC α specific 
increase in Syt pH. F/F  normalisation of hippocampal neurons 
overexpressing Syt pH and unquenched with NH Cl displays a large increase in 
total Syt pH expression (Paired t test P= .  n=  paired experiments). 
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However, the question still remained whether this is an artefact only seen 

in an overexpression system or if it were to be a physiological effect. When DIV  

hippocampal neurons from Pi KC αFl/F l x Cre-ERTM mice were stained for Syt , a 

substantial increase in Syt  fluorescence was seen (Figure A & B). Furthermore, 

an increase in Syt  levels was detected in Pi KC αFl/Fl x Emx -Cre whole brain 

lysates (Figure C & D). Together these data suggest an underlying role for 

PI KC α in controlling Syt  levels in mouse neurons.  

Figure : Increased endogenous Synaptotagmin  expression in PI KC α 
knockout mice. (A & B) Immunohistochemistry of Syt  expression using Syp  
as a mask for synapses (scale bar,  μm). Levels of Syt  are increased upon 
PI KC α loss (One sample t test P= .  n=  independent experiments) (C 
& D) Cortex lysates from  week old mice show increased Syt  via western blot 
(Paired t test P= .  n=  paired experiments). 
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. .  Slowed endocytosis in PI KC α knockout neurons 

As the NH Cl pulse revealed an increase in Syt -pH levels, it became 

possible to normalise the pHluorin curves to the dequenched expression levels 

(Figure A & B) and analyse the endocytic decay. Though the initial decay rate 

was relatively similar in both control and knockout neurons, a pool of Syt -pH still 

can be seen on the surface of PI KC α knockout neurons after  s. PI KC α was 

shown in immortalised cells to have a key role in CME progression (Posor et al., 

), however CME is thought to be mostly dispensable at central synapses 

(Kononenko et al., ; Soykan et al., ). This small pool of stranded Syt -pH 

appears at the timescale of CME completion, and so may be a pool of stranded 

CCPs on the surface.  To investigate further if there was a delay in CME, electron 

microscopy of steady state and stimulated neurons was conducted in collaboration 

with Dr. Dmytro Puchkov. DIV  hippocampal neurons were either directly fixed 

or fixed  s after stimulation of  Hz,  s and then subjected to electron 

microscopy. In unstimulated neurons, no difference was seen in the number of 

docked vesicles at the active zone (Figure C & D). Interestingly in stimulated 

neurons an increase in the number of Clathrin intermediates was observed in 

knockout synapses (Figure E & F). These data together suggest that PI KC α may 

have a minor role in CME at the synapse together with a potential role in Syt  

maintenance. 
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Figure : Surface stranding of CCPs in PI KC α knockout neurons. (A & 
B) F/F(Ammonia) normalised neurons show a stranding of surface Syt pH s 
after stimulation (Paired t test P= .  n=  paired experiments). (C & D) 
Electron microscopy of unstimulated synapses (scale bar,  nm). No change 
in the number of docked vesicles observed (Unpaired t test P= .  n=  
synapses control,  synapses knockout). (E & F) Electron microscopy of 
stimulated synapses (scale bar,  nm). The number of CCPs was increased in 
synapses lacking PI KC α (Unpaired t test P= .  n=  synapses control,  
synapses knockout). 
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.  PI KC β Dysfunction Leads to Epileptogenesis 

Recent work within our group demonstrated PI KC β as a novel mTORC  

repressor via its lipid kinase activity (Marat et al., ; Wallroth et al., ), 

which led to the possibility of its involvement in a new type of mTOR related 

epilepsy. Therefore through a collaboration between the groups of Dr. Tommaso 

Pippucci (Policlinico S.Orsola-Malpighi Bologna, Italy) and Prof. Dr. Emilio Hirsch 

(Molecular Biotechnology Centre, Turin, Italy) we decided to conduct an 

interdisciplinary study into whether PI KC β plays a role in epileptogenesis in 

humans and mice and if such a syndrome could be treated. 

To establish whether any epilepsies were associated with PI KC β, a 

technique called collapsing statistical analysis was used to identify rare variants of 

common diseases (Sun et al., ). This collapses all unique small nucleotide 

polymorphisms (SNPs) within a gene together to identify candidate genes 

associated with a disease. This analysis was conducted on a patient dataset 

provided by the S.Orsola-Malpighi University Hospital, Bologna by Dr. Sara 

Baldassari. The analysis found that PI KC β had a significant genetic burden for 

non-acquired focal epilepsy, which was also confirmed in a separate large whole 

exome sequencing study, which placed it within the top  genes with burden of 

deleterious ultra-rare genetic variants (Y. C. A. Feng et al., ). Of note their 

analysis found that deleterious SNPs were within the lipid kinase domain and the 

membrane targeting C-terminal C  domain, two domains that are thought to be 

crucial for mTORC  suppression.  

When these mutations were overexpressed in HEK T cells, the 

phosphorylation level of mTORC ’s  downstream target (Nojima et al., ) p  

S -kinase (S K) was greatly increased compared to WT PI KC β, and an ADP-Glo 

assay demonstrated that these mutants no longer produce PI( , )P , suggesting a 

loss of function of the protein. 

 To assess the neurological consequences of PI KC β loss of function, we 

decided to conduct a functional analysis of PI KC β null mice. 
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. .  Characterisation of PI KC β null mouse brains 

To further understand how PI KC β loss of function contributes to 

epileptogenesis, PI KC β null mice were obtained from Charles River Italy. These 

mice have a deletion of exons  – , leading to early termination of gene 

transcription (Harada et al., ). PI KC β KO mice are born at Mendelian ratios 

and have no known health issues (Harada et al., ). The mice were crossed with 

C Bl/ J mice to generate heterozygotes for a breeding stock to obtain Pi kc β +/+ 

and Pi kc β -/- littermates for comparison.  

Whole brain lysates were taken from -week old mice to assess whether 

there was a change in key synaptic proteins or mTORC  pathway. No changes were 

observed between genotypes (Figure ).  

We next decided to characterise the Hippocampi of Pi kc β +/+ and 

Pi kc β -/- littermates, as the structure is highly associated with epilepsy in both 

humans and mice (Chatzikonstantinou, ; Riban et al., ). As epilepsy is 

often associated with changes in synapse density (Cossart et al., ; Perez, ), 

we first analysed the density of the CA  excitatory synapses in the stratum radiatum 

and perisomatic inhibitory synapses in the stratum pyramidale. No changes were 

observed (Figure A-D). As astrogliosis has been linked to epileptogenesis in TSC 

models of mTORC  epilepsies (Wong & Crino, ), we also examined glial 

coverage of the CA  (Figure  E & F). However, again no change was observed in 

the coverage by GFAP-positive cells. 
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Figure : PI KC β knockout mice have unchanged levels of key proteins. 
Western blots of whole brain lysates from -week old animals. No significant 
changes were observed (Paired t test, n=  paired experiments). 
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Another proposed mechanism for epileptogenesis is neuronal dysplasia (H. 

Kim et al., ), or changes of neuron number, particularly interneurons (André 

et al., ; Yamawaki et al., ). To obtain a detailed characterisation of the 

cells within each region of the CA , we used a stereological approach to estimate 

cell density (Figure A & B). Interestingly, though no change in density of cells 

within the primarily excitatory stratum pyramidale, a large increase in density in 

the stratum oriens was observed, and a small but significant increase of cells within 

the stratum radiatum, two relatively low density areas containing mostly inhibitory 

interneurons. This was accompanied by an increase in Somatostatin-positive 

interneurons in the stratum oriens and a decrease in the stratum radiatum (Figure 

C). No change in Parvalbumin-positive interneuron number was observed 

(Figure D). This may indicate a compensatory inhibition to suppress 

epileptogenesis (Baran et al., ).  

In summary, no changes were observed in synaptic proteins associated with 

epilepsy of Pi kc β -/- mice, no obvious defects were detected within the 

hippocampus, apart from a small increase in inhibitory interneurons. 
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Figure : Normal synaptic density and glial coverage in PI KC β KO 
mice.  (A & B) Immunohistochemistry of excitatory synapses in Stratum 
radiatum (Insert,  μm scale bar,  μm). Density calculated from colocalising 
vGLUT and PSD  (Paired t test, n=  paired experiments) (C & D) 
Immunohistochemistry of perisomatic inhibitory synapses within the Stratum 
pyramidale (Insert,  μm scale bar,  μm). Density calculated from 
colocalising vGAT and Gephyrin (Paired t test, n=  paired experiments). (E & 
F) Immunohistochemistry of Glial coverage of the CA  region (scale bar,  μm). 
Coverage calculated by GFAP presence within the total CA  (Paired t test, n=  
paired experiments). 
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Figure : Stereological Analysis of CA  Total and interneuron density in 
PI KC b KO mice.  (A) Representative images of Immunohistochemistry of 
CA   (SO= Stratum oriens SP= Stratum pyramidale SR= Stratum radiatum, scale 
bar,  μm). (B – D) Stereological estimates of cell density per mm  (Paired t 
test, *P< .  **P< .  n=  paired experiments). 
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. .  PI KC β loss leads to hyperactive mTORC  signalling in neurons 

Having seen that loss of function mutations of PI KC β led to an increase 

in mTORC  activity in immortalized cells, it became our focus to see if a similar 

elevation could be seen in Pi kc β -/- neurons. Lysates from DIV  Pi kc β +/+ and 

Pi kc β -/- cortical neuron cultures were taken, and showed a tendency for 

increased S K phosphorylation upon PI KC β loss, and a significant increase in 

the phosphorylation of its downstream target S  (pS ) was also observed (Figure 

A-C). Furthermore, immunohistochemistry of DIV  hippocampal confirmed 

an increase of pS  intensity (Figure D & E). 

Attempts to quantify average pS  levels in vivo within the entire CA  

stratum pyramidale by means of immunohistochemistry initially showed no 

change in mean intensity. Closer investigation indicated that in Pi kc β -/- 

hippocampi an increased number of cells had high levels of pS  compared to 

neighbouring cells. To assess whether the number of cells with high pS  levels was 

increased in Pi kc β -/- stratum pyramidale, we conducted stereological analysis. 

This demonstrated that as anticipated the number of cells with high pS  was 

increased while total cell density within the structure remained unchanged (Figure 

A-C). This demonstrates a physiological increase of mTORC  

signalling in Pi kc β -/- mice.
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Figure : Hyperactive mTORC  signalling in PI KC β null neurons.  (A) 
Western blot analysis of DIV  cortical neuron lysates (B & C) Quantification of 
pS K and pS  levels. pS K shows tendency towards increase in PI KC β null 
neurons (One sample t test P= .  n=  independent experiments). pS  levels 
are significantly increased (One sample t test P= .  n=  independent 
experiments). (D - E) Immunocytochemistry of DIV  hippocampal neurons 
(scale bar,  μm). Intensity of pS  staining is significantly higher in PI KC β 
null neurons (Paired t test, P= .  n=  paired experiments). 
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Figure : Hyperactive mTORC  signalling in PI KC β null CA  stratum 
pyramidale.  (A) Immunohistochemistry of pS  in the CA  region of the 
hippocampus (Insert,  μm scale bar,  μm). (B) Stereological estimate of cell 
density within the CA  stratum pyramidale, PI KC β loss does not affect cell 
density (Paired t test, P= .  n=  paired experiments). (C) Percentage of cells 
with high pS  staining, threshold set at the % brightest pixels of control 
sections. PI KC β loss resulted in higher pS  expression (Paired t test, P= .  
n=  paired experiments). 
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. .  Altered network activity in PI KC β null acute slices 

Though no profound histological defects were observed, underlying 

tendencies for epileptogenesis can be found by examining network properties. We 

therefore conducted electrophysiological assays within the CA  to detect for 

changes in E/I balance, calcium facilitation and synaptic plasticity.  

Field recordings were first made in the stratum radiatum (Figure A), a 

region containing primarily dendrites of CA  pyramidal cells with few 

interneurons, meaning recordings represent near pure responses to glutamatergic 

signalling of CA  Schaffer collaterals. Input-Output measurements showed 

increased responses in Pi kc β -/- slices (Figure B, Data pooled with Dr. Gaga 

Kochlamazashvili), suggesting an increase in synaptic transmission, but no change 

in presynaptic calcium facilitation was observed via paired pulse facilitation stimuli 

(Figure C, Data pooled with Dr. Gaga Kochlamazashvili). To examine the effect 

of PI KC β loss on synaptic plasticity, LTP was induced via five theta burst stimuli 

trains ( x TBS). Surprisingly, facilitation was reduced in Pi kc β -/- slices (Figure 

D & E, Data pooled with Dr. Gaga Kochlamazashvili). These results suggest a 

change in excitatory transmission and perturbed LTP in the CA . 

To examine changes in feedforward and feedback inhibition within the CA , 

field recordings were taken in the stratum pyramidale (Figure A). The population 

spikes in this region represent multiple pyramidal cells firing, and with different 

stimulus trains can detect inhibition from the few stratum radiatum interneurons, 

as well as the interneurons from the stratum oriens and pyramidale. Again, Input-

Output measurements showed an increased response to stimulus in PI KC β null 

slices (Figure B, performed by Dr. Gaga Kochlamazashvili), demonstrating a 

consistent effect. 
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Figure : Electrophysiological recordings of Stratum radiatum display 
hyperexcitability and perturbed LTP in PI KC b KO mice.  (A) 
Visualisation of electrode placement for Stratum radiatum recordings (B) 
Input-Output recordings reveal hyperexcitability in PI KC β null recordings 
relative to the fibre volley input (Two way ANOVA: **P< .  n=  slices N=  
mice per genotype) (C) Paired pulse recordings indicate no change in 
presynaptic calcium facilitation (Two way ANOVA Pi kc β +/+ n=  slices N= 

 mice Pi kc β -/- n=  slices N=  mice) (D & E) Quantification and example 
traces of LTP induction. PI KC β null slices exhibit less LTP relative to pre-
induction baseline (One way ANOVA: **P< .  n=  slices N=  mice per 
genotype). Data pooled with Gaga Kochlamazashvili. 
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Feedback inhibition occurs from the basket cells of the stratum oriens 

which are innervated by pyramidal cells that synapse back onto the latter leading 

to inhibition which suppresses pyramidal cell firing for a brief period, usually for 

up to  ms (Freund, ). To assess the strength of feedback inhibition, paired 

pulse stimulation was applied. At  ms interpulse interval in Pi kc β +/+ slices, 

the second stimulation evokes a much smaller response than the first sue to 

feedback inhibition (Figure C, performed by Dr. Gaga Kochlamazashvili), 

however as can be seen in Pi kc β -/- slices, the second pulses lead to a response 

near comparable to the first, and even at longer interstimulus pulses is larger than 

the control. This suggests a loss of feedback inhibition, a key suppressor of 

epileptogenesis.  

Finally, we wanted to test if an aberrant level of activity dependent 

inhibition was occurring. Upon regular, moderate to high frequency stimulation, 

glutamatergic signalling is facilitated (B. Davies et al., ) and 

feedforward/feedback inhibitory signalling is suppressed (Thompson & Gahwiler, 

). After  s of  Hz stimuli, Pi kc β +/+ slices show a % increase in PS field 

potentials measured as area under the curve (Figure D & E, performed by Dr. 

Gaga Kochlamazashvili). However, Pi kc β -/- slices show an % increase in the 

PS area response, and most interestingly % of slices show polyspiking behaviour 

compared to % of Pi kc β +/+ slices, whereby secondary spontaneous action 

potentials are generated by the pyramidal cells, which is reminiscent of seizure 

spiking.  

Taken together these electrophysiological experiments demonstrate 

multiple abnormalities of CA  network activity, with an E/I imbalance which may 

indicate an underlying tendency to epileptogenesis.  
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. .  PI KC β loss results in drug specific epileptogenesis  

To first detect for any spontaneous seizure activity, Pi kc β -/- mice and 

their littermates were observed for  hours in home cages, including day/night 

light switching, however no spontaneous seizures were observed in either 

genotype (not shown). However, many mouse models of epilepsy show no 

spontaneous seizures but instead show increased response to seizure inducing 

drugs (Bateup et al., ; Hentschke et al., ). Therefore, we tested several 

drugs to uncover whether PI KC β null mice have a lowered seizure threshold.  

A pilot experiment using  mg/kg intraperitoneal (IP) injection of the 

glutamate receptor agonist Kainic Acid saw no obvious tendency for lowered 

threshold in PI KC β null mice (not shown). The GABA receptor antagonist 

Pentylenetetrazol (PTZ) also showed no change in seizure onset or severity when 

 mg/kg was injected IP (Figure ).  

Interestingly, data by the group of Prof. Dr. Emilio Hirsch demonstrated 

that cholinergic receptor agonist Pilocarpine elicited potent seizures in PI KC β 

null mice, leading to high rates of mortality. Furthermore, PI KC β heterozygotes 

were also included and showed a susceptibility to Pilocarpine, suggesting a 

haploinsufficiency effect of PI KC β loss. These data suggest a pathway specific 

route to epileptogenesis in Pi kc β -/- mice.  

Figure : Electrophysiological recordings of Stratum pyramidale display 
altered properties of PI KC b KO slices.  (A) Visualisation of electrode 
placement for Stratum pyramidale recordings (B) Population spike recordings 
reveal hyperexcitability in PI KC β null recordings relative to the fibre volley 
input (Two way ANOVA: *P< .  Pi kc β +/+ n=  slices N=  mice, Pi kc β 
-/- n=  slices N=  mice) (C) Paired pulse recordings reveal potential change 
in feedback inhibition (Two way ANOVA **P< . Pi kc β +/+ n=  slices N=  
mice, Pi kc β -/- n=  slices N=  mice) (D & E) Quantification and example 
traces of repetitive stimulus train. PI KC β null slices show increased response 
to stimuli during the stimulus train (One way ANOVA: ***P< .  Pi kc β 
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Figure : PI KC β null mice are not susceptible to PTZ seizure 
induction.  (A) Response to Pentylenetetrazol injection. Latency to when 
phenotype is first observed in each mouse is represented. (B) Latency to stage 

 seizure, no significant difference between genotypes is observed (Unpaired t 
test P= .  N=  control and  knockout mice).  
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. .  Rapamycin dissipates PI KC β null susceptibility to epilepsy 

The macrolide antibiotic Rapamycin has long been known to suppress 

cellular growth (Houchens et al., ), and is regularly used within chemotherapy 

or as an immunosuppressant after transplant (Calne et al., ; Veroux et al., 

). Rapamycin was found to form a complex with FKBP  (Bierer et al., ), 

which in turn binds to mTOR via its FRB domain (Banaszynski et al., ; 

Sabatini et al., ; Sabers et al., ), leading to a strong inhibition of activity 

(Price et al., ). Due to its specific interaction, Rapamycin and its analogues 

have been proposed as a treatment for patients with tuberous sclerosis (Onda et 

al., ), as well as patients with other mTORC  related epilepsies (Ghosh 

Mazumder et al., ). Using our PI KC β null epilepsy model, we decided to test 

whether a similar treatment may be applicable to patients suffering from 

deleterious PI KC β mutations. 

 First, DIV  Pi kc β +/+ and Pi kc β -/- primary hippocampal neuron 

cultures were incubated with  nM Rapamycin or an equal volume of the vehicle 

DMSO for  hour. While DMSO had no effect on the difference in pS  intensity 

previously seen, rapamycin incubation reduced pS  in both genotypes (Figure A 

and B), with levels in Pi kc β -/- neurons comparable to WT cells. We next aimed 

to determine if Rapamycin could effectively inhibit mTORC  and rescue the 

increase in pS  seen in Pi kc β -/-  brain slices. Brain slices were incubated in ACSF 

containing  µM rapamycin or an equivalent volume of DMSO for  hours and then 

fixed and re-sectioned. DMSO had no effect on the number of cells within the CA  

stratum pyramidale with high pS  levels, however in both genotypes the number 

of cells with elevated pS  levels was dramatically reduced c (Figure A & B). 

Therefore, rapamycin can effectively reduce mTORC  activity acutely in acute 

slices.  
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Figure : Rapamycin supresses mTORC  activity in neurons.  
(A) Immunocytochemistry for pS  of DIV  hippocampal neurons in the 
presence of  hour DMSO or Rapamycin treatment (scale bar,  μm). (B) 
Intensity of pS  staining is reduced by Rapamycin in both control and PI KC β 
null neurons (One way ANOVA with bonferroni correction: *P< ,  **P< 

.  n=  independent experiments). 
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Finally, to assess if the same effect could be replicated In Vivo, mice were 

pre-treated with rapamycin before pilocarpine administration, conducted in the 

group of Prof. Dr. Emilio Hirsch. The number of PI KC β null mice exhibiting 

seizures was reduced after Rapamycin treatment (Figure , performed by Luca 

Gozzelino), and the severity of the seizures decreased. Furthermore, the delay until 

seizures were first observed was increased to a time comparable with Pi kc β +/+ 

mice.  

Taken together, these data demonstrate that Rapamycin is an effective 

treatment to reduce mTORC  activity and protects against epileptogenesis in our 

PI KC β null mouse model of epilepsy.  

 

Figure : Rapamycin supresses mTORC  activity in CA  hippocampus.  
(A) Immunohistochemistry of pS  in the CA  region of the hippocampus 
(Insert,  μm scale bar,  μm).  (B) Percentage of cells with high pS  staining 
is reduced after  hour incubation with Rapamycin in both control and PI KC β 
null slices (One way ANOVA with bonferroni correction: *P< ,  **P< .  
n=  independent experiments). 

Figure : Rapamycin is protective against Pilocarpine induced seizures 
(A) Response to Pilocarpine injection after Rapamycin treatment. Latency to 
when phenotype is first observed in each mouse is represented. (B) Latency to 
stage  seizure, both control and PI KC β null mice have reduced susceptibility 
to Pilocarpine after Rapamycin treatment (One way ANOVA with Bonferroni 
correction: ****P< .  N=  control and  null mice). 
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 Discussion 

This work investigated the roles of two Class II PI Ks in neuronal function 

and disease. In the first half of the study, chronic and acute neuron specific 

knockouts of PI KC α were generated, which revealed that the protein is largely 

dispensable, but also hinted at an enigmatic role in maintaining appropriate levels 

of Synaptotagmin  at the synapse. The second half of the study involved a multi 

approach assessment of PI KC β in neuron homeostasis. It was highlighted that 

SNPs within the core of PI KC β result in loss of function of the protein and in 

turn activation of mTORC , which can lead to epileptogenesis in patients. 

Furthermore, deletion studies in mouse models replicated theses results, 

demonstrating mTORC  hyperactivation in neurons of the hippocampus, 

hyperactivity and LTP defects within local networks, and epileptic susceptibility to 

certain drugs. Finally, acute treatment with the classical mTORC  inhibitor 

rapamycin suppresses the defects found in our mouse model and prevents seizure 

induction, which hints at a route to treatment for patients suffering from PI KC β 

type focal epilepsy. These data demonstrate that Class II PI Ks have important 

functions within neuronal homeostasis. 

 

.  The Role PI KC α in Synaptic Sorting 

Loss of PI KC α globally, either constitutively during embryogenesis or 

acutely in adulthood, leads to lethality in mouse models (Yoshioka et al., ), 

however we found that neuron specific knockout mice are viable and display no 

obvious abnormalities in behaviour or in network excitability (Figure  & ). It 

has been proposed that the loss of viability in global PI KC α knockout mice is 

due to loss of genetic stability as it plays a role in mitotic spindle assembly (Gulluni 

et al., ), thus embryogenesis may be disrupted. In the case of global deletion 

in adult mice via a tamoxifen induction system, data by the group of Prof. Dr. 

Emilio Hirsch (unpublished) suggests the mortality does not arise from the loss of 

PI KC α in the brain as protein levels from whole brain lysates of deceased mice 

are comparable to control mice, but loss in other organs is complete (Not shown). 
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Global deletion of other late stage effector proteins of CME such as Auxilin and 

Dynamin /  result in at least partially viable mice with few observable defects 

besides delayed endocytosis (Raimondi et al., ; Yim et al., ), meaning our 

brain specific PI KC α knockout is in line with these other studies. Interestingly 

upon Dynamin /  double knockout the frequency of mEPSCs is lower compared 

to controls suggesting a lower release probability, this is not a parameter we 

assessed in our electrophysiological recordings and could be further investigated.  

 

. .  PI KC α is dispensable at hippocampal synapses 

As previously stated, PI KC α has been shown to play a key role in CME 

Maturation/Scission in immortalised cells (Posor et al., ; Schöneberg et al., 

), this study suggest PI KC α plays a minor role at the synapse, with no change 

in endocytic rate. It appears that a small pool of  Syt -pH remains stranded on the 

surface of synapses of PI KC α knockout neurons, and an increase of Clathrin 

intermediates was observed via EM upon electrical stimulation (Figure ). The 

effect of slowed endocytosis is specific to Syt -pHluorin and not Syp-pHluorin. 

However, it is clear that the bulk of cargo can be retrieved and the stranding of this 

small proportion of Syt  after high intensity stimulus is unlikely to have meaningful 

repercussions.  

This study does not completely rule out a role for PI KC α in synaptic 

cycling, as compensation by the other members of the Class II PI K family upon 

loss of PI KC α. In particular, we showed that PI KC β is also enriched in synaptic 

fractions (Figure ). These two members of the family are extremely similar at the 

kinase core, and indeed within the unstructured N-Terminal region contains a 

Clathrin binding domain which has been shown to co-immunoprecipitate with 

Clathrin (Wheeler & Domin, ). Furthermore, PI KC β has recently been 

shown to be required for a Clathrin dependant fluid phase form of endocytosis 

called Clathrin mediated pinocytosis in endothelial cells (Aung et al., ), 

however this group suggest it is required for F-Actin assembly. This places PI KC β 

at the endocytic machinery, yet whether there is redundancy or compensation 
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between PI KC α and PI KC β remains as yet uncertain. One surprising study 

recently found patients from consanguineous parents that completely lack 

PI KC α (Tiosano et al., ). Unlike mouse models, the patients have survived 

adulthood, albeit with a complex syndrome of skeletal, visual, and learning defects. 

In these patients, high expression of PI KC β was observed, which may indicate a 

partial compensation. Whether this is the case in our model is not clear and 

requires further investigation 

. .  A potential role for PI KC α in Synaptotagmin  maintenance 

One noticeable phenotype observed from both overexpressed Syt -

pHluorin and by examining endogenous expression in cultured neurons and brain 

lysates was an increase of Syt  within PI KC α knockout neurons (Figures  & ). 

Though this difference in expression level was only examined for Syt  due to its use 

as a tool for monitoring synaptic endocytosis, it is probable other such proteins 

could also have erroneous expression levels, however this was not investigated in 

this study.  

But how could PI KC α be regulating the levels of Syt ? One potential route 

may be via endosomal sorting at the synapse. As previously described, it was 

thought that PI KC α has a preference for PI P as a substrate to generate PI( , )P  

(Marat et al., ; Posor et al., ; Wallroth & Haucke, ). However other 

studies have suggested that away from the plasma membrane, PI is used by 

PI KC a to generate PI P instead (Falasca et al., ; Yoshioka et al., ), this 

could occur either due to  substrate availability or posttranslational modifications. 

Importantly, PI P is a key regulator of endosomal progression, with multiple 

endosomal proteins such as early endosome fusion molecule EEA   binding to PI P 

via a zinc finger known as a FYVE domain (Burd & Emr, ; Stenmark et al., 

). Some PX domain containing proteins also bind PI P, including SNXs which 

conduct constriction on the endosome for budding similar to CME scission 

(Cullen, ; Seet & Hong, ). Endosomal sorting aided by PI P within 

neurons has been shown to be of importance for regulating protein levels, with 

disruption of PI P generation resulting in accumulation of amyloid precursor 

protein and amyloidogenesis, commonly associated with Alzheimer’s disease 
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(Morel et al., ), and interestingly a recent computational study highlighted 

PI KC α as a potential drug target in AD (Z. J. Han et al., ). Could loss of 

PI KC α effect endosomal sorting? Indeed a recent study demonstrated that a 

burst of PI KC α generated PI P was required for Rab  mediated recycling of 

cargo from early endosomes (Campa et al., ). It is possible that this mechanism 

is conserved in neurons and without which Syt  is not effectively sorted to a 

degrative pathway resulting in accumulation of the protein.  

The other mechanism by which PI KC α may be controlling Syt  and other 

unknown protein levels is via autophagy. PI KC α was recently shown to interact 

with ATG , a key protein in autophagosome formation (Feng et al., ). It was 

shown that knockdown of PI KC α led to less LC B positive compartments in cell 

treated with rapamycin, and an accumulation perinuclear endosomes (Merrill et 

al., ). Furthermore, lateral stress applied to epithelial cells was shown to lead 

to high levels of PI KC α at the primary cilium followed by autophagy induction 

(Boukhalfa et al., ). This increase in autophagy as seen by LC  puncta, could 

be ablated by knockdown of PI KC α. Suggesting a role in the initiation of 

autophagosome formation. This novel role for PI KC α is still not well understood, 

but merits further study in neurons. 

 

.  Identification of a Novel PI KC β-mTORC  Focal Epilepsy 

It was previously shown that the Class II PI KC β is a novel regulator of 

nutrient signalling, and an important repressor of mTORC  activity. In this study 

through a multifaceted approach we demonstrated that PI KC β has important 

roles in neurons via mTORC  regulation, with impacts on downstream signalling, 

network excitability, and pathophysiology. These data appear to be translatable to 

human focal epilepsy, with patient rare variant SNPs in the protein leading to loss 

of function and increased mTORC  activity that is likely a key factor in 

epileptogenesis. Here we will discuss the meaning of these results and the potential 

impact of them on the human syndrome. 
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. .  PI KC β mutations are a contributing factor in epileptogenesis 

This study was initiated after we were provided data from the group of Dr. 

Tommaso Pippucci, whereby collapsing statistical analysis highlighted that 

mutations within PI KC β were associated with focal epilepsy within the dataset 

from the S.Orsola-Malpighi University Hospital. As stated, this analysis appears to 

be in agreement with another recent study that identified PI KC β as one of the 

top  genes of which mutations are associated with burden for non-acquired 

focal epilepsy (Feng et al., ). Interestingly the regulator of PI KC β, PKN  has 

also been associated with epilepsy (Odgerel et al., ), though the mechanism is 

not known. The SNPs led to a loss of function of PI KC β which result in an 

increased mTORC  activity. Our study agreed with this, showing that deletion of 

PI KC β in mice resulted in a similar increase of mTORC  activity in both cultured 

neurons and the mouse hippocampus (Figure  & ). Furthermore, deletion of 

PI KC β in this mouse model led to seizure susceptibility to the drug Pilocarpine 

(Figure , performed by Luca Gozzelino), but notably no spontaneous seizures 

were observed, either during routine checks and handling or via multiday -hour 

overnight monitoring. It should be stated that this is not proof that seizures do not 

occur spontaneously in the mouse model, as episodes could be rare or be of low 

severity, making them difficult to observe. We had considered implanting EEG 

recording equipment into test mice for continual monitoring but it was decided 

that this may place excessive burden on the animal with little scientific gain. But it 

is also true that the origin of seizures in patients is difficult to fully understand. 

Non-acquired focal epilepsy is defined by seizures originating from one 

hemisphere, without the presence of lesions, and with at least one familial case of 

third-degree or less (Perucca, ). However, this does not rule out the possibility 

of factors other than genetic ones on contributing to epileptogenesis.  

This study demonstrated a drug specific increased susceptibility to 

epileptogenesis, with the muscarinic agonist Pilocarpine having profound effects 

on epileptogenesis, while Kainic Acid and PTZ, drugs effecting excitatory and 

inhibitory drive respectively, had no effect on acute seizures. How could a model 

be more susceptible to one drug than others? Muscarinic acetylcholine signalling 
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is still not well understood, but studies have suggested that agonist binding of 

muscarinic receptors results in activation of mTORC  signalling, resulting in high 

pS  levels (X. Huang et al., ; Slack & Blusztajn, ). Furthermore a recent 

study demonstrated that stimulation of the CNS enriched M  receptor resulted in 

phosphorylation of AMPA subunit GluA  leading to membrane insertion, which 

could be prevented by administration of an AKT inhibitor, suggesting an 

involvement of downstream mTORC  (Zhao et al., ). It could be that this direct 

activation of the mTORC  signalling is enhanced in the absence of PI KC β leading 

to faster AMPA insertion and thus faster, more severe seizures. Several of these 

studies used a different cholinomimetic drug called Carbachol, which has similar 

binding properties to Pilocarpine. It would be interesting in a future study to 

confirm whether PI KC β null mice show a similar susceptibility to Carbachol in 

epileptogenesis. Furthermore, these two muscarinic agonists are common 

ingredients in several eye drop solutions, which could also be a contributing factor 

to epileptogenesis itself, though is unlikely in low doses.   

Indeed, the lack of spontaneous seizures and drug specific epileptogenesis 

in our mouse model could be interpreted as evidence that though PI KC β 

mutations are a risk factor in focal epilepsy, a secondary stimulus may be required 

to cause an episode. Common risk factors in epilepsy include traumatic brain 

injury, viral infection, diet, and illicit drug use, the latter two being of particular 

interest. It is clear that nutrient levels have strong effects on mTORC  activity as 

previously described in immortalised cells, and it is conceivable that the effects of 

such nutrient signalling may affect mTORC  activity in neurons either directly or 

via insulin signalling. Investigations into diet restriction on seizure severity are 

ongoing and have been speculated as a promising treatment for patients with 

Tuberous Sclerosis to help seizure management (D’Andrea Meira et al., ; 

Stafstrom, ). It would be interesting to see if caloric restriction or abundance 

leads to the occurrence of spontaneous seizures in our PI KC β null mouse line. 

Concerning drug use as a risk factor, studies have shown multiple commonly used 

drugs can result in increased mTORC  activity including nicotine, alcohol, and 

cocaine (Dayas et al., ; Knight et al., ; Memmott & Dennis, ; Neasta 
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et al., ), with excessive use of these drugs being associated with 

epileptogenesis (Leach et al., ). Whether these drugs would lead to 

epileptogenesis in our model is unclear as they act through non-muscarinic 

mechanisms. Whether environmental factors play a role in PI KC β 

epileptogenesis is not clear due to the limited patient group size and history 

collected, and would require a much larger, more detailed investigation to draw 

any conclusions.  

One interesting question that arises from the study is whether PI KC β 

mutations in the patients act in a dominant negative or haploinsufficient manner, 

with all patients being heterozygous for PI KC β mutations. The data from the 

Hirsch Group’s Pilocarpine experiments showed that mice with heterozygous 

deletion of PI KC β are also more susceptible to seizures, suggesting that PI KC β 

copy number is important for effective signalling in neurons. However, the severity 

of the phenotype is less in heterozygotes than in PI KC β mice, and it is possible 

dysfunctional PI KC β may still inhibit the action of its functional counterpart if 

copy number at the lysosome is tightly regulated. Therefore, a follow up study has 

been planned to introduce the patient SNPs in mouse PI KC β to assess seizure 

burden, and thus help answer the question of whether there are dominant negative 

effects in the patients. 

 

. .  Electrophysiological effects of PI KC β loss 

Acute hippocampal slices of PI KC β null mice demonstrated an array of 

electrophysiological phenotypes associated with epileptogenesis, as well as some 

alterations that require further investigation. In both Stratum radiatum and 

pyramidale recordings an increased amplitude of response to CA  Schaffer 

collaterals was observed (Figures  & ). As these are present in the Stratum 

radiatum, this is an indicator of increased excitatory signalling at the postsynapse, 

this might be caused via a mechanism of increased surface AMPA receptors arising 

from increased mTORC  signalling (Zhao et al., ) leading to an increased 

postsynaptic quantal size to presynaptic signalling. To dissect if this is an increase 
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of AMPA specific currents one could see if blockage of AMPA specific currents via 

antagonists such as CNQX could ablate the difference between PI KC β null mice 

and their controls at the Stratum radiatum. However, this does not completely rule 

out a loss of inhibitory drive as a factor further increasing fEPSPs at the Stratum 

pyramidale. The  Hz repetitive stimuli led to fast hyperexcitability, which could 

either indicate perturbed feedforward/feedback inhibitory signalling, even leading 

to secondary spikes (Figure ). This result is interesting as it clearly denotes an 

excitatory/inhibitory imbalance that could underly epileptogenesis, and is similar 

to a mouse model with spontaneous seizures previously described by our group 

(Koo et al., ).  

Perisomatic synapse number appears broadly normal (Figure ) and the 

number of interneurons is comparable, except for an increase of somatostatin 

positive cells in the Stratum oriens, which suggests it is unlikely inhibitory drive is 

affected. It is still possible that these excess interneurons do not integrate correctly 

into the network leading to weak inhibition, or even synapsing onto each other 

leading to negative feedback in the inhibitory system. To rule out these 

possibilities further whole cell patch experiments should be conducted on both the 

interneurons and pyramidal cells to see if mIPSCs or sIPSCs are reduced in 

pyramidal cells or increased in somatostatin interneurons. Furthermore, 

interneurons could be filled with an Alexa Fluo dye to examine if the architecture 

and projections of the cells has been altered upon PI KC β loss. Interestingly, a 

recent study using heterozygous knockout of Tsc  in interneurons reported a loss 

of inhibition in pyramidal cells (Haji et al., ), suggesting the phenotype arises 

from problems with GABA release rather than postsynaptic receptors. Population 

spikes should be probed in the presence of GABA antagonists such as PTZ or 

Bicuculline, to see if the change in response size in PI KC β null slices is 

comparable to Controls or if less drug induced hyperexcitability is observed, 

unveiling whether perturbed GABAergic signalling has occurred. However, it 

should be stated that increased excitatory drive is the most likely cause of the 

imbalance. 
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One final interesting finding from our initial electrophysiological 

experiments was that LTP formation upon xTBS induction is reduced in slices 

lacking PI KC β. This was puzzling as previous data has shown that mTORC  

activity was crucial for effective LTP formation (Hoeffer & Klann, ; Stoica et 

al., ), making our data appear on the face as contradictory. This is however not 

the case, as LTP is measured as a fold change from the basal signalling and thus 

relies on comparable baselines. We however know from our Input-Output 

recordings that there is hyperexcitability in response to a given stimulus in the 

Stratum radiatum. It could be that this region in PI KC β null slices is near 

maximal potentiation and it is therefore not possible to increase the excitability 

upon xTBS. This could be explained by previously described studies indicating 

mTORC  activities involvement in AMPAR surface levels (Zhao et al., ) and 

may also be involved in NMDA receptor expression (Niere & Raab-Graham, ). 

To examine this possibility one could subject the slices first to a low frequency 

paradigm (Doyle et al., ; O’Dell & Kandel, ; Staubli & Lynch, ) to see 

if the baseline shifts, before then inducing LTP. Indeed, we saw hints of such a 

mechanism when Rapamycin preincubation could rescue this defect in LTP. 

 

. .  Rapamycin acutely supresses epileptogenesis 

It is not novel to suggest mTORC  activity can be rapidly supressed via 

rapamycin inhibition, and as we have seen in cultured neurons and acute slices 

(Figures  & ), relatively brief rapamycin treatments result in strong mTORC  

inhibition. In line with this, recent data from Dr. Gaga Kochlamazashvili has 

demonstrated that the electrophysiological phenotypes seen in the PI KC β null 

mice is acutely rescued by rapamycin pre-treatment, and the greater susceptibility 

to Pilocarpine induced seizures is also preventable (Figures ). It is surprising that 

downstream macro effects of mTORC  hyperactivity such as adherent protein 

production and post translational modification, which we believe may cause the 

seizure reminiscent behaviour, are so rapidly rescued. In the case of the 

hyperexcitability in the Stratum radiatum and LTP deficiency previously described, 

these phenotypes are abolished upon -hour Rapamycin preincubation, similar to 
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what one might expect from the depotentiation paradigm previously described. 

This adds weight to the argument that mTORC  is actually a dynamic member of 

the potentiation/depotentiation axis, a process associated with neurological 

disorders such as Schizophrenia (Ryskalin et al., ; Sanderson, ), indeed 

PI KC β itself was found to be enriched in several screens for rare variants of 

schizophrenia patients (Fromer et al., ; Purcell et al., ). This is a line of 

investigation that would be interesting to explore, to see if PI KC β mice have 

hyperlocomotion in open maze scenarios (Jones et al., ), and if so if Rapamycin 

can again be protective.  

The data from Dr. Gaga Kochlamazashvili suggest rapamycin also acutely 

prevents excessive activity dependent disinhibition within the Stratum pyramidale. 

However, the mechanism of this is not entirely clear as the role of mTORC  

signalling specifically in interneurons is not well understood. Our data agrees with 

the phenotype of interneuron specific TSC  knockout mice, in which rapamycin 

pre-treatment restores inhibitory signalling by an unexplained mechanism (Haji et 

al., ).  

The final and most exciting finding is that Rapamycin treatment was found 

to be protective against Pilocarpine induced seizures (Figure ), not only delaying 

seizures in PI KC β null mice, but also reducing the seizure severity in control 

mice. This indicates that Pilocarpine induced muscarinic receptor signalling is 

occuring in an mTORC  dependant manner, which is an interesting insight as the 

Pilocarpine mechanism of action is still poorly understood (Lopes et al., ). This 

also indicates a pathway for future therapeutic approaches for human patients, it 

would be of high importance to examine whether Rapamycin and other mTORC  

inhibiting drugs may have benefits for sufferers of PI KC β related epilepsies. The 

use of Rapamycin in epilepsy treatment is not a novel idea, with multiple clinical 

trials reporting at least partial success (Griffith & Wong, ). However, a cohort 

of patients derived only from PI KC β type epilepsies may have a better response 

rate compared to these more generalised studies. This will hopefully lead to 

improved treatment options for those suffering from PI KC β related focal 

epilepsy.  
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 Conclusion 

In the past decade, the relatively understudied Class II PI Ks have come 

under the spotlight as important regulators of membrane trafficking, genome 

stability and cell signalling. The findings of this study demonstrate that the 

importance of this family of proteins extends to maintaining neuronal function in 

the CNS, and their disruption could result in loss of homeostasis and disease.  

In particular, the discovery of a new type of focal epilepsy and the promising 

results of mTORC  inhibition may lead to better disease management and future 

treatments for this subset of patients. Our study focussed primarily on the 

hippocampus and epileptogenesis, but further investigations could yield new 

insights into Cortical signalling, Schizophrenia, and other mTORC  related 

diseases such as autism. Though the loss of PI KC α in the brain resulted in a 

milder phenotype compared to immortalised cell lines, there are still open 

questions as to how it is involved in synaptic protein sorting, and whether it plays 

a role in age related neurodegeneration. There is still much to be explored, as 

previously stated, investigations are underway as to whether there may be 

functional redundancy between PI KC α/β, which may reveal yet unknown roles 

for these proteins in cellular function or exacerbate phenotypes of individual loss. 

Additionally, further studies are planned to ascertain exactly how PI KC β is 

involved in LTP formation, excitatory vs inhibitory signalling and whether it has 

further implications on animal behaviour. 
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 Appendix 

.  List of Abbreviations 
E-BPs Eukaryotic initiation factor binding proteins 

ACSF Artificial cerebrospinal fluid 

AMPA α-amino- -hydroxy- -methyl- -isoxazolepropionic acid 

AP Action potential 

AP  Monomeric adaptor protein   

AP-  Adaptor protein  

APV ( R)-amino- -phosphonovaleric acid 

AraC β-D-arabinofuranoside 

BAR Bin-amphiphysin-rvs 

CALM Clathrin assembly lymphoid myeloid leukemia protein 

CaMKII Calmodulin-dependent protein kinase-II 

CBD Clathrin binding domain 

CCP Clathrin coated pit 

CME Clathrin mediated endocytosis 

CNQX -cyano- -nitroquinoxaline- , -dione 

DIV Days in vitro 

DMSO Dimethyl sulfoxide 

E/I Excitatory/Inhibitory 

EF Endotoxin free 

eIF E Eukaryotic translation initiation factor E 

EM Electron microscopy 

ER Endoplasmic reticulum 

FCS Foetal calf serum 

fEPSPs Field excitatory postsynaptic potentials 

FV Fibre volley 

GABA Gamma-aminobutyric acid 

GDP Guanosine diphosphate 

GPCRs G Protein-Coupled Receptors 

GTP Guanosine triphosphate 

HBSS Hank's Balanced Salt Solution 

HEK Human embryonic kidney 

HET Heterozygous 

Hippo Hippocampus 

IP Intraperitoneal 

KO Knockout 

LTP Long-term potentiation 
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mTORC  Mammalian target of rapamycin complex  

Munc Mammalian uncoordinated 

NBA Neurobasal A 

NGS Normal goat serum 

NH Cl Ammonium chloride 

NLS Nuclear location sequence 

NMDA N-methyl-D-aspartate 

PBS Phosphate-buffered saline 

PCR Polymerase chain reaction 

PFA Paraformaldehyde 

PH Pleckstrin homology 

PI Phosphatidylinositol 

PI( , )P  Phosphatidylinositol- , -bisphosphate 

PI( , , )P  Phosphatidylinositol- , , -trisphosphate 

PI( , )P  Phosphatidylinositol- , -bisphosphate 

PI KC α Class II PI K alpha 

PI KC β Class II PI K beta 

PI Ks Phosphoinositide -kinases 

PI P Phosphatidylinositol- -phosphate 

PI P Phosphatidylinositol- -phosphate 

PI P Phosphatidylinositol- -phosphate 

PIC Protease inhibitor cocktail 

PIP Ks Phosphoinositide -kinases 

PIPs Phosphoinositides 

PKN PKC-related serine/threonine-protein kinase N 

PS Population spike 

PSD Postsynaptic density 

PTZ Pentylenetetrazol 

PX Phox homolog 

RIM Regulating synaptic membrane exocytosis protein 

ROIs Regions of interest 

RRP Readily releasable pool 

RTKs Receptor Tyrosine Kinases 

S  Ribosomal protein S  

S K Ribosomal protein S  kinase beta-  

SDS-PAGE Sodium dodecyl sulfate–polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis 

SH  Terminal SRC Homology  

SNAREs Soluble N-ethylmaleimide-sensitive fusion protein attachment protein receptors 

SNPs Small nucleotide polymorphisms 

Syp Synaptophysin  
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Syp-pH Synaptophysin -pHluorin 

Syt  Synaptotamin  

Syt -pH Synaptotamin -pHluorin 

TAE Tris-Acetate-EDTA buffer 

TBE Tris-Borate-EDTA buffer 

TBS Tris-buffered saline 

TBS Theta-burst stimulation 

TSC Tuberous sclerosis complex 

t-SNARE Target-SNARE 

ULK  Unc-  like autophagy activating kinase  

V-ATPase Vacuolar-type H+-ATPase 

v-SNARE Vesicle-SNARE   

WT Wild type 
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.  Macro Scripts 

 Text files of Macro scripts can be provided on request, please contact 

albert@mackintosh.family. Script may require modification for Z-stack size and 

Microscope used. 

. .  Z-slice projection 

imagenumber = nImages 
dir = getDirectory("choose where to save"); 
for (j = ; j < imagenumber; j++) {  
name = getTitle; 
sum = "SUM_" + name; 
selectWindow(name); 
run("Z Project...", "projection=[Sum Slices]"); 
selectWindow(sum); 
saveAs(".tif", dir + sum); 
close(name); 
name = getTitle; 
close(name); 
} 

 

. .  Z-slice separation 

imagenumber = nImages 
zplane= " "; 
dir = getDirectory("choose where to save"); 
for (j = ; j < imagenumber; j++) { 
name = getTitle; 
selectWindow(name); 
run("Stack Slicer", "split_z"); 
for (z = ; z < zplane; z++) { 
zno = name + " - Z=" + z; 
selectWindow(zno); 
saveAs(".tif", dir + zno); 
close(zno + ".tif"); 
} 
} 
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. .  Glial coverage estimates 

imagenumber = nImages 
run("Set Measurements...", "area mean standard min integrated display redirect=None decimal= "); 
for (j = ; j < imagenumber; j++) { 
name = getTitle; 
selectWindow(name); 
            dotIndex = indexOf(name, ".");  
            title = substring(name, , dotIndex);            
run("Stack to Images"); 
selectWindow(title + "- "); 
run("Duplicate...", " "); 
rename(title + "Measurement"); 
close(title + "- "); 
close(title + "- "); 
selectWindow(title + "- "); 
setTool("polygon"); 
roiManager("reset"); 
waitForUser("select roi"); 
roiManager("add"); 
roiManager("deselect"); 
close(title + "- "); 
roiManager("Select", ); 
selectWindow(title + "- "); 
run("Subtract Background...", "rolling=  slice"); 
run(" -bit"); 
run("Auto Threshold", "method=Triangle white"); 
roiManager("Select", ); 
run("Analyze Particles...", "summarize slice"); 
close(title + "Measurement"); 
close(title + "- ");  
} 
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. .  Histogram plotter 

nBins = ; 

histMin = ; 

histMax = ; 

imagenumber =  

 

for (j = ; j < imagenumber; j++) { 

run("Clear Results"); 

row = ; 

name = getTitle; 

resultname = "Histogram_summary_of_" + name; 

selectWindow(name); 

setTool("polygon"); 

roiManager("reset") 

Stack.setChannel( ); 

waitForUser("select roi"); 

roiManager("add") 

roiManager("Show All"); 

roiManager("Select", ); 

Stack.setChannel( ); 

getHistogram(values, counts, nBins, histMin, histMax); 

for (i= ; i<nBins; i++) { 

      setResult("Value", row, values[i]); 

      setResult("Count", row, counts[i]); 

      row++;       

} 

updateResults(); 

IJ.renameResults(resultname) 

dir = getDirectory("choose where to save");  

saveAs("results", dir + resultname + ".csv"); 

close(resultname +".csv"); 

selectWindow(name); 

close(name); 

} 
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. .  Simple intensity macro 

imagenumber = nImages 

run("Set Measurements...", "area mean standard min integrated display redirect=None decimal= "); 

for (j = ; j < imagenumber; j++) { 

name = getTitle; 

selectWindow(name); 

            dotIndex = indexOf(name, ".");  

            title = substring(name, , dotIndex);            

run("Stack to Images"); 

selectWindow(title + "- "); 

run("Duplicate...", " "); 

rename(title + "Measurement"); 

close(title + "- "); 

close(title + "- "); 

selectWindow(title + "- "); 

setTool("polygon"); 

roiManager("reset"); 

waitForUser("select roi"); 

roiManager("add"); 

roiManager("deselect"); 

close(title + "- "); 

roiManager("Select", ); 

run("Measure"); 

close(title + "Measurement"); 

close(title + "- "); 

} 
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. .  Synapse density estimate 

imagenumber = nImages; 

run("Set Measurements...", "area mean integrated display redirect=None decimal= "); 

dir = getDirectory("choose where to save"); 

for (j = ; j < imagenumber; j++) { 

synapse = "synapse"; 

roiManager("reset"); 

name = getTitle; 

selectWindow(name); 

            dotIndex = indexOf(name, ".");  

            title = substring(name, , dotIndex);  

name  = title + "_" + synapse + "_" + j ; 
run("Stack to Images"); 

selectWindow("Ch -T "); 

close(); 

selectWindow("Ch -T "); 

run("Duplicate...", "title=" + title + "Measure"); 

selectWindow("Ch -T "); 

run("Median...", "radius= "); 

run("Subtract Background...", "rolling= "); 

selectWindow("Ch -T "); 

run("Median...", "radius= "); 

run("Subtract Background...", "rolling= "); 

selectWindow("Ch -T "); 

run(" -bit"); 

run("Auto Threshold", "method=Triangle white"); 

setOption("BlackBackground", true); 

run("Analyze Particles...", "size= -Infinity pixel add slice"); 

count=roiManager("count");  

array=newArray(count);  

for(i= ; i<count;i++) {  

        array[i] = i;  

}  

selectWindow(title + "Measure"); 

roiManager("Select", array);  

roiManager("combine"); 

roiManager("save", dir + "ROISET" + title + ".zip"); 

run("Measure"); 

close("Ch -T "); 

close("Ch -T "); 

close(title + "Measure"); 

} 


